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When opportunity
knocks, M-W walks
Students' loss is faculty's gain
By BOB DICKINSON
. ter a year of patiently
trudging from the graveyard
(overfl w) parking lot along the
bridle path (rive r of mud),
commuting law school students
retu rned in August to find they
can now trudge from that same
lot along the fre hJy landscaped
bord ers of the new resident
graduate stude nt parking lot.
"I thoughtwe would get back
at least what we had before, '
said Cliff Corker (3L) echoing
the expectations of many 3Ls
regarding the day-student
parking situation.
Currently,

mne spaces

adjacent to the faculty-staff lot
and 193 spaces in the graveyard
lot are designated for permit
parking. This designation allows
drivers with any tjpe of permit
to park in these spaces. For
fi rst -year students and those 2Ls
who may not know, commuting
law students enjoyed parking in
what is now the resident lot
before construction of the new

graduate ho using complex
obliterated the area in the
umm er of 1991.
The
construction resulted in
significant gains for the faculty
and staff parking area and exile
of students to the newly built
graveyard lot during the ·91-'92
school year.
.
Many students were under
the impression that law students
would be given priority for
parking adjacent to the law
school when the dust finally
settled. As much seemed to be
promised last spring by William
and Mary Vice President for
AdminiscTilliUTl

dlld

Finance

Wmiam Merck. In an interview
with the Amicus last March,
Merck said that it would be
reasonable to anticipate that
commuting law students would
have priority for parking nearest
the law school, except for those
parking areas immediately
adjacent to the graduate housing
complex. See ' Commuters
Foiled Again," Amicus Curiae,

Aller fighting grad housing residents for parking spaces in the

Lawrence rAnson

graveyalTllor, MaT!illall-WytJlfn;tudcnf3 walking to- daytime d 2 SGe£

pass dozens of empty faculty and stall parking spaces. Commuting

law students do not have priority over any other College students.

page 1, Friday, March 20,1992.
Mark Gettys, the new
parking services director,
organized a meeting on July 1to
consider the allocation of
parking in the law school/grad
housing complex. The meeting

was attended by three presidents
of graduate school student
associations: Tracy Camp of
the School of Arts and Sciences,
Rob Russell of the MBA
program and Sandra Burger of
the School of Education. Gettys

said he attempted to contact
SBA president Joe Cartee who
was not living in Williamsburg
this summer. The interests of

See KNOCKIN', page 20

Legal Skills implements new grading 'system for lLs
By ANDREW SMITH
Those second- and third-year students
who received a " high pass" in Legal Skills
can be content with the fact that theyc.an
list that achievement on their resumes as
an "honor," but this year's 1Ls will be
able to translate that high pass into
something much more lucrative--a higher
Grade Point Average. The Legal Skills
Program has revised its grading system,
and beginning with this year's entering
class, students in Legal Skills will now
receive letter grades for certain
achievement (or lack thereof).
As is currently the case, students who
do not complete the course satisfactorily
receive an " F ' on their transcript, which
is figured into their cumulative average.
Now, however, students who receive a
high pass will be awarded an "A" on
their transcript, and a commensurate
boost to their GPA In addition, a new
grade, that of "low pass," will be added
to the system. Low pass will have no
penalty associated with it, but will provide

instructors with a mechanism to alert
students to potential problems with their
Legal Skills performance.
Professor Jim Molitemo stated that
the new policy was not anyone person's
idea, but was rather a modification that
the Legal Skills staff had been thinking
about making for some time. Molitemo

said that the primary impetus forthe idea send a signal to those students who are
was comments from Legal Skills students having trouble, without the turmoil of a
who were frustrated that they were doing full grading system." Moliterno stated
good work but were not being recognized that legal writing classes at most law
for it in any substantive manner. . schools are graded, but he feels that a full
Moliterno believes that the award of
"A"s and the new low pass will "reward
See GRADES, page 20
students who are doing a good job and

Students active in
By JEFFREY REGNER
Provost Melvyn D. Schiavelli this
summer announced the names of the
members ofthe committee to find a new
dean to lead Marshall-Wythe. The Dean
Search Committee, selected by the
Provost and President Sullivan, is made
up of professors from the law school,
alumni, and one student.
Among the 11 members of the
committee is- the lone student
representative, SBA President Joseph
Cartee (3L). Cartee said he was "pleased
with the entire Dean Search Committee."

D~an

search process

When contacted by the Provost during
the summer, Cartee raised his concern
about enabling students to participate in
the selection process. Last year Acting
Dean Dick Williamson assured students
they would have e).1ensive involvement.
Two student committees have been

created by the SBA and the Dean Search
Committee to provide student
participation in the final selection.
The two student committees are the

See HELP WANTED, page 14
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Legal Skills grading in the
Crossfire. Page 8.
Debut of the kinder, gentler
Trading Cards. Page 13.

Political convention gaffes and

highlights reviewed. Page U.
Bizarre news from beyond the
'burg uncovered. Page 1~.
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Out of Our Heads
The beginning of the school year is not a typical time to think
of the Honor Code and its implications. Compared to the way
we will feel in November, the atmosphere at M-W is relaxed.
We only mention the subject now because it will likely be too
late once exams begin.
During last spring's exams, there was a flurry of rumor about
numerous Honor Code violations. Some of that rumor even
concerned friends turning in friends. The details of these
charges don't really matter, but they do serve to remind all of us
about the role the Honor Code should play at this school.
One of M-W strongest characteristics is its environment.
Although the quality ofthe law school is high, we don't have the
cut-throat climate found at some other schools. The Honor
Code is here to make our time at this school a little easier; a little
less stressful. It provides an element of trust and safety in
surroundings sorely lacking in any such comfort.
The Honor Code is not a vehicle for one student to pass
another in class rank or G.P.A.
When each of us agreed to come to M-W, we agreed to
assume the responsibilities of the Honor Code, not just the
privileges. However, there is a difference between meeting
one's obligation and taking advantage of one's authority.
Most 2Ls and 3Ls are already set in their ways regarding law
school. We have settled into our roles as high-stress or lowstress. As the year progresses, the same thing will happen to
1Ls. Our only suggestion is that you leave the Honor Code out
of it.

THE AMICUS CURIAE

From the Editor's Desk ...
Preparing the first issue of
the year, and my first issue as
Editor, was like a roller-<:aaster
ride from Hell. Fear is a great
motivator.
The typical first editorial
includes some discussion about
editorial policy and the goals of
the newspaper. Since only 1/3
of the students at MarshallWythe know the origin of this
paper, I think a little history
would best serve those ends.
Two years ago, the official
law school newspaper was the
Adl"Ocate. A group of students
pressured the Editor, without
success, to expand the content
of the paper. A core group of
hard-working writers started
their own
independent
newspaper, theAmicus Curiae.
Every two weeks, the group
of caffeine\nicotine junkies
would stay up all night producing
a 20-page newspaper. Their
office was a cardboard box
carried around in someone'scar.
Seven issues were produced
in that first semester. Jenny

l\1ARsH.<\LL-WYTHE ScHOOL OF L ..w

"Dedicated to the complete and objectil'e reporting of student
news and opinion"
Editor in Chief: Kevin Kroner
Managing Editor: Leeanne Morris
Production Editor: Debbi Holmes
Assistant

Editors~

Marc Bernstein, Megan KeHy, Beth

Weatherly
Business Manager: John Childrey
News Reporters:
Features Reporters:
Carla Archie
Tom Book
John Bro\\'J1lee
RL. Clay
R.L. Clay
Scott Conover
John Crouch
Bob Dickinson
Bob Dickinson
M.A. Donald
Shelley Evans
Alan Dud:worth
Margret Hardy
Bill Fitzpatrick
Brett Johnson
Richard Hricik
Sarah Newman
Bill Madigan
Heather Sue Ramsey
Pam Merlis
Jeff Regner
Phil Nugent
J acalyn Scott
Tobin Roth
Andrew Smith
Josh SaeJ.::s
G. Matthew Warren
Sean Sell
Sports Gurus: Eric Chasse, Bill Madigan
Photographers: Lawrence I'Anson
Cartoonists: Bob Dickinson, Josh Sacks
Renaissance Woman: Dee Cohen
and Mr. T as B.A. Barracus
Editorial Policy
The letters and opinion pages of the Amicus Curiae are
dedicated to all student opinion regardless of form or content.
Every student viewpoint can find a place in this publication, in
accordance with our motto. Opinion articles are not edited for
content, only spell checked.
Letters to the Editor are not intended to reflect the opinion
of the newspaper or its staff. Ail letters to the Editor should be
submitted by 5 p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication.
We cannot printa letter without confirmation of the author's
name. We may, however, withhold the name on request.
Letters over 500 words may be returned to the writer with a
request that they be edited for the sake of space.

Click took over as Editor at the
end of the year. The American
Bar Association decided the
Amicus Curiae was the best law
school newspaper in the country,
among schools with less than
750 students. The ABA had no
idea we were an independent
paper until after it notified us of
the award.
When the editorship of the
Advocate became vacant at the
end of last year, Jenny applied
and was appointed to the job.
Suddenly, the Amicus was a
legitimate business with its own
office and telephone. Jenny
adapted well; she handled some
tough issues and earned the
respect of her staffwith excellent
editorial judgment.
These are the shoes that I
have to fill. From where I stand,
they look huge. One lesson I did
learn last year is that the paper is
only as good as its writers and
staff. That is the good news; the
bad news is 50 percen~ of last
year's staff graduated. This
means a normal turnout by the

first -year class leaves theAmicu.s
25 percent short of last year's
staff.
We have some extremely
dedicated and hardworking
people on our staff, and we are
very grateful to our contributors.
However, this newspaper can
only be as good as the students
at Marshall-Wythe want to make
it. In order to match the quality
the Amicus acheived last year
and the year before, we need
help.
In particular, we need
photographers newswriters, and
people to help with layout. Even
if you can just spare the time for
an occasional contribution, we
need you.
The tradition of this paper is
short, but proud. I think last
year's issues were even better
than the first year. This time
around we received third-place
in the same ABA competition.
This year can be an awardwinning year too, if we have the
support of the student body this
newspaper serves.

Letters
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter not
because I feel like complaining
about the administration at
Marshall-Wythe, but because
sometimes the only way to foster
change here is to make things
public. As those of you who
were here last year may recall
(and lLs may have heard), the
William & Mary Law School
Speakers Forum welcomed
several prominent speakers last
year, induding CIA Director
Robert Gates, Senator Charles
Robb, and Virginia Attorney
General Mary Sue Terry.
Throughout last year members
of the Speakers Forum were
al ready working hard to secure
peakers for the 1992-3 school
year. Last year, more than 75
letters were mailed to
prospective speakers. All
responses from the invitees
(ranging from author Scott
Turow to President Gerald
Ford) were kept in the Speakers
Forum hanging file , so that
members could have easy access
to
the
information .
Documented information about
each invitee (which included
addresses, contact people, along
with which speakers gave
tentative commitments for this
year) was also in the file.
Upon returning this
semester, I was unable to locate
the Speakers Forum hanging

file . I wenttothe administration,
where I was told that the
organization had failed to
submit a re-registration form at
the end of last semester, and
consequently, the hanging me
had been removed. When I
asked where the hanging file
was being stored, I was told that
the Jumging file, along with all of
its contents, had been "dumped."
As I stood in shock, I was further
informed that the contents of
the file had been destroyed two
weeks before classes started this
year.
First of all, there was no
reason to "dump" the contents
of the file, e pecially when it
should have been obvious that
the file contained much-needed
information. The Speakers
Forum enjoyed tremendous
success last year, bringing both
exposure and attention to
Marshall-Wythe. While failing
to tum in a piece of paper at the
end of last year may have
justified removing the hanging
file, did it warrant the
destruction of countless hours
of work? I don't think so.
Second , why couldn't the
administration wait until after
classes started to take such
drastic action? Holding onto
the files the entire summer, just
to throw them out right before
tudents returned from the
summer is pointless. Inaddition,

organizations were not informed
of the dire consequences
resulting from a failure to turn
in a re-registration form . I
certainly did not expect that the
property of a student
organization could be so
unceremoniously discarded.
The actions of the
administration have done more
than just hurt the members of
the Speakers Forum. We no
longer know exactly who, of
those 75 peakers, told us to
contact them this semester to
schedule a vi it. The Speakers
Forum is being forced to start
over. As a re ult, it is unlikely
that we will be able to arrange
for any speakers to visit the law
school this semester.
If there is a fomlal policy
aythorizing the destruction of
hanging files for organizations
that do not turn in re-registration
forms, I strongly urge that such
a policy needs to be reexamined. I want to let the law
school community know that the
Speakers Forum will regroup, •
and will work harder than ever
to bring prominent, exciting
speakers to Marshal 1-Wythe. I
just hope that in the future, the
administration will use some
common sense before it
"dumps' anything belonging to
a student organization.
Dee Cohen {3L)
Chair, M-W Speakers Forum
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ocpp struggles to maintain employer interest in M-W
By SHELLEY EVA.NS &
CARLA ARCHIE
Altho!Jgh everyone knows that the
economy i down, every 3L in the nation
wants to know if the employment
prospects are improving.
The good new i it i n't getting any
worse but the bad news i it i n t g tting
any bener. According t Rob rt E.
Kaplan, D an of Career Planning and
Placement, it would appear that
empl yment conditi n have tabilized,
and th w rse i behind u .
Marshall- j1he remain ptimi itic
a well a aggre ive in it outreach
strategie t potential emplo ' r .
Beginningeachspring OCPPdi tribut
a rna mailing to 7,500 employers acro
the country and targ ted mailing to
certain area ba ed upon tudent'
ge graphical and professi naJ inter t.
The- area include variou court ,
pro ecutor office and law firm
thr ughout
irginia and major
metropolitan area .
everthele employers forthi fall'
interview schedule have decrea d by

15-20 percent from la t year. But in
comparison to other law schools, this
decrease seems about average. Kaplan
tresses that employers lost were in areas
where there is linle tudent interest.
However, no figur have been compiled
by OCPP to verify thi tatement.
One ofthe problem- in previous years
ha been our cia -rank and grading
;stems. In the past, every MarshallW}1he tudent retained an individual
cia rank carried ut to three decimal
points. Thi
precIsion cau ed
compres i n within the tudenrbodyand
confu ion f r potential employer.
Effective thi emester, official grad point a erages are carried out to only
one decimal pint: tudent are
ub equently ranked by percentile. For
example, every tudent with a 3.2 gradepoint average now hares the same rank
in cla , wherea even a deviation of one
hundreth of a point would have greatl
effected one s class rank under the old
system. This new grading ystem puts
Marshall-Wythe on a par with other law
schools across the nation.

Kaplan emphasized several other
measures which OCPP has taken to
alleviate the market crunch. Some of
these measures include telephone followups to employer who have not
interviewed with M-W in the pa t three
years. In addition. OCPP maintains an
extensi e information fileonnon-visitinf
employers.
Th e aggressive recruitment tactics
- erne to have paid off, albeit in a mall
way. OCPP Secretary, Linda Spaulding,
also ha available a one-page pamphlet
entitled "William and Mary Law School
At A Glance, ' which tudents may
include with their r urn . The purpose
of the_ pamphlet i to highlight the
·trength of Marshall-Wy1he graduates.
AnOther one-page heet describes the
Lega l Skills program, the award-winning
distinguishing clinical program of
Marshall-Wy1he, to inform employers
who may not be awa r e of this
achievement.
Traditional recruitment tactics have
not been overlooked in attracting
pro pective employers. Over the past

two years, Marshall-Wy1be has increased
its yearly participation in job fairs which
now totals 11.
" When times were good, large
numbers of students got jobs through
means other than OCPP, said Kaplan.
In the face of a poor economy, he said,
placeme nt offices are receiving an
abundance of "unwarranted attention."
According to Kaplan students and
placement offices need to be more
resilient, flexible, aggressive and creative
in their job search, as the skills developed
now will last a lifetime. This is especially
true for lawyers who do not normally
hold the same positon for long periods of
time.
Although these are not the optimistic
times prevalent during the heyday of the
late '80s, it is neither a time for total
pessimi imandcynicism. Thi i ,instead,
a time for realism. One must rely on a
combination of academic achievement,
extracurricular involv e ment and
outstanding interpersonal skills (and
nepoti m, within the ethical boundaries
established in Legal Skills, of course).

Housing completed
By SARAH NEWMAN
, Do you have a phone?'
Thi wa- a question heard often
around the hall of the law school
in the past two weeks. It was
directed at those tudents who

also visited the facilities to check
on their development.
While mo t of the trouble
pots were located and handled
within the first two weeks of the
tudents arrival some probl ms

alc I c:.idiHgiHlhc HCW 01 adualC

havc yct tu bc adw=u. Nu

Hou ing Complex next door to laundry machines have been
the law school.
installed, the furniture in the
Faulty or non -operative general complex lounge ha yet
phones presented just one of to be assembled, and th e
many problem with the new
tudent have thus far been
hou ing facility. While an issued onlyone mailbox key per
und e rstaffed crew and the apartment.
Residence Life staff blames
Telecommunications office
continues to work on ironing the problems on delays in
outthewrinkleswith the phones, construction which left limited
some students are still without time to ready the complexes for
service almo t three weeks after new students. Residents have
been patient, but have grown
moving in.
Otherproblemswith the new frustrated bywhattheyperceive
apartment complexes include to be an attitude of "passing the
among
College
ml sing or disassembled buck '
furniture, broken plumbing or employees.
" No one could give us an
lighting fixtures, and lack of hot
or cold water. Several buildings answer," said Kirsten Mueller
report problems with mice. (lL) of the problems she
Kitchen floors are missing discussed with Residence Life,
linoleum, and one building has including faulty phones.
an uneven step in an outside Margaret Hardy (lL), blames
brick staircase. Apartments part of the difficulties on poor
were often found littered by communication
and
cigarette butts, sawdust, and coordination among staff
other trash left by work crews.
members: "The problems seem
Maintenance crews and so preventable. That's the
Residence lJfe staff members frustrating part."
have been struggling to remedy
Communication with the
all of these problems and most residents themselves is another
apartments have been visited issue of contention. Two
daily by someone doing repair newsletter'S explaining the
work or just making notes or . problems and answering
what needs to be done. The common questions were
architect and contractor have circulated among residents, but

The majestic Lettie Pate Whitehead Evans Residences and the
Spalding Courtyard and Gardens rise serenely from the ashes
of the commuter parking lot.
some students have expressed
desire for more direction as to
how to deal with the unexpected
conditions as welJ as information
regarding day-to-day life in the
complex.
Despite the troubles which
have presented themselves to
residents over the past few
weeks, students seem to express
an overall satisfaction with their
chosen living arrangement,
listing "convenience" and
reasonable expense as the
biggest advantages to life in the
Grad Complex. Hardy plans to
return to the complex next
semester, and feels that the
problems which have presented

themselves are simply the
consequence of the buildings
being new. Thelistofcomplaints
grows steadily smaller as each
new problem is addressed.
The complex is designed to
hold approximately 240
students, 60% of whom are law
students. While originally all
spaces were filled, some students
changed their minds or simply
failed to show up and their spaces
are now being offered on a daily
basis to applicants on thewaiting

list.
The Graduate Complex is to
be dedicated this Friday at 3
p.m., and will then officially be
named "The Lettie Pate

Lawrence rAnson

Whitehead Evans Residences
and the Spalding Courtyard and
Gardens."
All complex
residents have been invited to
the ceremony which will be
followed by a reception.
The complex offers two-,
three- and four-bedroom
apartmentswith a variety offloor
plans. All apartments are airconditioned, carpeted, and
furnished, and each student has
their own phone and phone line,
complete with the William and
Mary voicemail service. The
price per semester is $1,250

See SLUMS, page 6
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Moot Court teaIll sweeps regio~nals, robbed in nationals
By BREIT JOHNSON
As second-year law students
preparing for the intra-school
Bushrod
Moot
Court
Tournament one year ago, Rich
Hricik, Lauren Schaefer and Bill
Wildernever imagined that their
participation in MarshaIIWythe's moot court competition
would lead them to San
Francisco.
Hricik, Schaefer, and Wilder
(aIl3l..s) were in San Francisco
in early August to compete at
the American Bar Association
Moot Court Tournament held
in conjunction with the ABA's
yearly national convention. The
trio earned the right to compete

in California by first capturing a
spot on the Marshall-Wythe
Moot Court Bar. After placing
within the top 32 competitors in
the Bushrod tournament, Hricik,
Schaefer and Wilder were
selected to form a team to
compete at the ABA regional
tournament last spring in
Baltimore. Theywon first-place
honors and the prize for the bestwritten brief at the regional
competition.
Their victory at the regional
level rewarded the team with
the opportunity to compete at
the ABA national convention.
In anticipation of the national
competition, Hricik, Schaefer

and Wilder were required to
submit the same brief that they
had used in the regional
competition. Their problem
involved a transit authority
employee suspected of drug use.
After being provided! with
information from a private
investigator that the employee
and others were using drugs, his
supervisor required that he
submit to drug testing. The
employee's test results came
back borderline positive and he
was discharged.
The issues for the
competitors involved whether or
not the firing constituted a state
action, whether the employee's

Bill Wilder (3L) Lauren Schaefer (3L) and Rich I1ricik (3L, not -LAwrence rAnson
pictured) represented Marshall-Wythe at the ABA national tournament
in San Francisco last August.

job was a safety-sensitive
position and whether the
employer had probable cause
or reasonable suspicion to insist
that the employee submit to
testing. Hricik, Schaefer and
Wilder wrote only one side of
the argument in their brief, but
were required to make
arguments for both the employer
and the employee in the
competition.
In their first preliminary
round, the Marshall-Wythe
team faced competitors from the
University of Missouri Law
School. DescnbingtheMissouri
team's performance as excellent,
Hricik recalled that the threemember Missouri team initially
believed that Marshall-Wythe
was a small, independent law
school and were overly confident
until they were informed that
theywereup against a team from
William and Mary. Evidently
they regained their composure
as they edged out Wilder and
Hricik to take the round.
In the second preliminary
round, Schaefer and Hricik
faced a team with a hometown
advantage from Hastings School
of Law. Both Hricik and
Schaefer were impressed with
the a bilities of their competitors.
This time, however, MarshallWythe won the round.
In both preliminary rounds,
total scores were determined by
a combination of a score on the
written brief and a point total
for oral advocacy. Surprisingly,
the same briefthat had won the
regional competition was

evaluated differently and
received lower scores at the
national competition. Despite
excellent scores in both rounds
for their oral advocacy, Schaefer,
Wilder and Hricik were unable
to overcome the low score that
their brief received. With their
loss in the first preliminary
round, they did nor advance in
the competition.
After being eliminated, the
team members took the
opportunity to sightsee and to
enjoy San Francisco. Since none
of them had been to the Bay
Area before, they particularly
enjoyed San Francisco's beauty
and tourist attractions.
Even though they were
eliminated early in the
competition, all three of
Marshall-Wythe's competitors
were enthusiastic about theirSan
Francisco experience. Wilder
thought that the tournament
might have been somewhat
better organized but said, "Since
it was in San Francisco, the
tournament couldn't have been
anything but a positive
experience." Schaefer said that
the level of competition was
excellent and that she had a
fantastic time at the tournament.
The biggest plug for the
tournament, and for the M-W
moot court experience, came
from Hricil-when he said, "From
the first round of Bushrod to our
final round in San Francisco,
participating in moot court has
been far and away the single
best thing I've done in law
school."

SBA solicits opinions on social life and student issues
By R.L. CLAY
SBA is seeking individuals to staff
The SBA held its first meeting of the various Committees, including the
year on September. 1st and set an agenda Student Services, Admissions, Placement
for the coming semester. Several social and Social Committees. If interested,
events are in th e planning stages, contact the Chair of the Committee you
including Fall From Grace (midNovember) , Booze Cruise (tentatively
scheduled for October 9th), affiliation
with The Grad Thing (6 parties per
By G. MAITIIEWWARREN
semester) aild Libel Night. Thebarbecue
The opening rounds of the annual
held this past weekend was an event Bushrod T. Washington Moot Court
organized by SBA. The projected CDst of Tournament begin Friday, Sept. 18. The
the event was $12 per person. Through tournament is open to all second-year
SBA subsidizing, students were charged law students. Those competitors who
make itto the round of32 will be admitted
only $4 per person.
SBA will conduct a student poll to the Moot Court Bar for the remainder
regarding life here at Marshall-Wythe. of their time at Marshall-Wythe.
The competitors were presented with
Topics of the poll will include curriculum,
school services to students and social a problem last Friday involving a case on
events. Anyone with suggestions on appeal to -a supreme court on either the
particular issues that they feel should be state or federal level. Entrantshaveuntil
included in the poll is welcome to drop a Wednesday to decide whether to
note in the hanging file of SBA Vice withdraw or compete.
President Dave Delk _ (2L) for
During the preliminaries, and all
consideration.
. . - , -- subsequent rounds, the Competitors
-" -;;. "' ~~":' f,:-~-,<':; - '
. '-:." ".- . .: ' . -

would like to assist. A list of all
committees and their Chairs are posted
on the SBA bulletin board.
Finally, SBA will be increasing its
presence in the law school, literally.

Officers will be keeping regular office
hours this semester, and encourage
students to stop by if the have any
questions or concerns.. Office hours will
be posted once they have been set

2Ls to face Bllshrod Tournament

orally argue both sides of the case before 33rd and 34th become alternates.
a panel of judges. The judges consist of
Lauren
Schaefer,
Bushrod
professors, third-year bar and board Tournament Justice, expects that this
members, moot court alumni and year's competition will be particularly
selected! state or federal judges for the heated. Not only is the second-year class
final rounds. The judges score the the largest in the school's history, but the
contestants in the categories oforal style, success of the current bar at the national
legal argument, responses to questions level has added prestige to the opening
and knowledge of the trial record. Those positions. Schaefer added that a ~tion
individuals with the highest score move on the bar looks good on a resume and
on to the next round. In the opening offers the rare opportunity "'to get before
rounds, 64 competitors will advance. judges without really, really having to
Each subsequent round reduces the worry about the consequences."
numberofqualifiersbyhalfuntilawinner
As words of final advice, Schaefer
is decided. All third-round competitors recommends that all persons involved in
are admitted to the Moot Court Bar. the competition "have fun with it
Additionally, the two contestants placing Everyone wants you to do weJl"
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By MARGAREr HARDY &
Court adopted a lawyer·dient
collection agency's lawyers and when he told a clerk to alter the compensatory damages.
JOHN CROUCH
investigators will extract child traffic violation records of Va. SUDAFED
POISONER: sex rule the prolubits lawyers
IRAN·CONTRA MISTRIAL: support in Virginia, Maryland Beach
Commonwealth' s Olympia, Washington insurance from "demanding or requiring"
Former CIA official Clair and Pennsylvania as well as W est Attorney Paul Sciortino, who agent Joseph Meling pleaded sex from clients in return for
George's trial for misleading Virginia.
sought reelection.
not guilty to lacing his wife's legal services. The rule also
Congress ended with a hungjury, ROBB' S PROBLEMS: In LAWYER ADS: In Florida, a Sudafed with cyanide in order provides for po&'>ible disciplinary
most of whom favored total Virginia, the federal grand jury trial is expected to begin ne1\.1 to collect $700,000 in life action if a lawyer's sexual
acquittal. U .S. District Judge investigations involving Senator month in Tallahassee to address insurance, then poisoning relation with a client affects the
Royce Lamberth set a retrial Charles Robb continue. television advertising by lawyers. Sudafed in local stores to cover quality of legal representation.
date of October 19.
According to a defense lawyer The Florida Bar Association is his tracks, His wife recovered, Under this rule, lawyers who
ABA: Hillary Clinton was the for one of Robb's aides, there is charged with enforcing Florida's but two strangers were killed have sex with a client will be
featured speaker at the ABA likely to be a decision within a tough new regulations restricting early last year.
presumed innocent of any
convention held in San month on whether to indict the advertising. Three plaintiffs' AlDS·TRANSMISSION SUIT: misconduct, the prosecuting
Francisco in August. Policy- Robb. The federal prosecutor lawyers are challenging the In Cincinnati, a federal appeals lawyer will have the burden of
makers within the ABA, by a declined comment.
restrictions on the ground that court ruled that a blood recipient proving otherwise.
vote of 276 to 168, reversed a BEER WARS: A
federal they violate First Amendment who was given HIV-infected DIVERSITY SANCTION: The
two year neutral stance on judge has lifted a week-old ban rights. The state bar maintains blood can sue the donor, even 9th Circuit sanctioned Chicago's
abortion and adopted an on advertisements by Anheuser the restrictions are needed though the donor's identity was Mayer, Brown & Platt under
abortion rights resolution Busch Co. that hit Coors' claim "because 1V ads for plaintiffs' revealed accidently in violation Rule 11 for a Los Angeles
promising to fight any law that that its beer is made with "only lawyers have become so tasteless of a lower court order. The partner's "blind reliance" on a
would restrict the right of a pure Rod,), Mountain spring and predatory that they are plaintiff initially sued the client's notion that his "legal
woman to choose.
Vice water," saying Coors uses prejudicing jurors- not just American Red Cross, charging domicile" was in Florida. Had
President Quaylewas not invited Virginia water to bottle Coors against lawyers and the court negligence, and sought the the lawyersimply asked the client
to speak before the entire Light sold in the Northeast. system but against clients."
identity of the donor. The trial where he lived, she would have
convention, which top ABA Coors filed suit against LlLY·WHITE ADS: U.S. judge refused to allow the donor known he was a Californian who
officials blamed on scheduling Anheuser Busch for $lOM in District Judge Robert W. Sweet to be identified, but ordered his could not sue a California
problems.
August.
has ruled that a real estate firm records to be turned over to the corporation in federal court.
A prominent ABA member STRIKING IT RICH:
A
can't run ads using only white plaintiff, with the name FOOD·FALL VICTIM: A
stated, "The ABA would have plaintiff won a $619,000 jury models. The ruling involved a withheld. One of these records federal judge in Norfolk ruled
made an opening for Quayle if verdict from Washington's case brought by fair-housing included the donor's Social that Virginia's pastoral privilege
he were a person of personal Metro system for injuries he advocates and four black New Security number, which the statute excuses an ecumenicallystature or legal ability, but there received after being struck by a YorkerswhoallegedthataNew plaintiffs lawyer used to trace funded counseling service from
wasn't
anything
of bus in Georgetown in 1989, York real estate company his identity. The appeals court producing a patient's records,
enlightenment he could although he admitted being so discriminated against minori ties ruled that the plaintiffs right to even if she requests them. The
contribute, the members already drunk at the time of the acciden t by running apartment ads on sue the donor outweighed the patient hoped the records would
know how to spell". Quayle's that he couldn't remember any buses, brochures, and in the NY Red Cross' concerns that it document emotional distress
press secretary described the of the details.
Times that depicted only white would discourage future blood suffered when a can fell on her
convention as the .. most political
According to witnesses, the models. The firm will be donors.
at Food Lion. Food Lion hoped
and partisan ABA convention accident occurred when the required to pay $30,000 in SEX: The California Supreme they wouldn't.
in memory" .
Some are plaintiff tried to board the bus
predicting that, because of this, near a busy intersection, not at a
there may be pressure to take marked bus stop. Although the
away the ABA ' s role in doctrine of contributory
evaluating
prospective negligence
could
have
nominees to the Supreme Court preven ted recovery, the
plaintiffs lawyer argued the jury
and federal bench.
FETAL ENDANGERMENT: was entitled to consider evidence
Murder charges against a San that the bus driver had the "last
Francisco
woman
were clear chance" to avoid the
The Band Box has the lowest prices on
dismissed recently in a case of accident when the plaintiff
fetal death allegedly related to started banging on the side of
Compact Discs and Tapes in the area.
the woman s excessive drug use the bus. The plaintiffs blood
for two days prior to delivering alcohol level was .424 percent
the stilJborn fetus. This was the when he arrived in the
first case of its kind in California. emergency room following the
COURTROOM KILLER: A accident.
lawyer who killed a prosecutor 1963 SUSPECT AWAITS
and a defense attorney and shot SPEEDY TRIAL: Mississippi's
c= 0
two judges in a Fort Worth Supreme Court has indefinitely
courtroom was indicted for delayed Byron De La Bed,"With's
murder last week. He intended third trial for the 1963 murder of
60)(
~
~ , ,g,,
the gesture to draw attention to civil rights leader Medgar Evers.
'--II
The delay is necessary to
his difficult divorce.
,.
the
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT determine whether
03
PRIVATIZED: Modifying and "Southern nationalist's" right to
o
a
collecting child support was long a speedy trial is being violated.
the job of courts and parents; JESTING JUDGE FREED:
more recentJy it has been turned Virginia's Court of Appeals
over to ill-staffed welfare reversed former Norfolk
agencies wielding judicial General District Judge Joseph
powers with slim chances for Campbell's conviction for
appeal. Now one such agency, forging court records because
West Vrrginia'sChiJdAdYocate the trial court insuffkiently
Office, has farmed out much of instructed the jury to convict
i15 wort to Assets Recovery only if finding &audulentintent
517 Prince George SL
229-8974
Setviccs 01 Wiachcster. The CampbcO daims be was jotiag

Good Music
Great Prices
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Faculty and students llleet for talk, tea and cfUlllpets
By HEATHER RAMSEY
On September 17, the first
session of a new law school
program called "Meeting of the
Minds" will be held at the home
of Professor Paul Marcus.
Marcus and a group of ten law
students will engage in " A
Critical Discussion of the
American Criminal Justice
System." The meeting is the
first of seven faculty-student
discussions organized for this
academic year by the Meeting
of the Minds Committee.
Discussion will encompass a
wide range of ideas: reasons for
the high crime rate in the u.s.,

how patterns of incarceration
can reduce the crime rate; how
society can better address the
causes of crime,
the
decriminalization of drugs,
meeting the concerns of law
enforcement and whether our
rules of law positively enforce
our criminal justice system.
The Meeting of the Minds
Committee sprang from a casual
conversation among concerned
students who wanted more high
quality
faculty-student
interaction outside the
classroom. Jacalyn Scott (3L)
said the goals of the program
are to hold small sessions where

students can become better
acquainted with their professors
in less intimidating situations,
and the professors can discuss
their areas of interest.
" Professors may want to
discuss interesting ideas that they
can't get to in class," Scott said.
The committee consists of
Scott, Angela Henley, Pam
Hampton, John Lohmann, Kim
Phillips (all 3Ls), and Katie
Horton (2L).
When Scott and Horton
approached Dean Conni.e
Galloway with this idea last
spring, Scott said Galloway
"seemed very interested ."

Galloway agreed to assist the
group and find funding for each
meeting's refreshments so the
professors would not feel
obligated to purchase them. The
funding "encourages students to
go and professors to not worry
about the cost," said Scott.
The Committee intends to
approach individual professors
to speak at the gatherings.
Professors Walter Felton, John
Levy, and Michael Gerhardt,
among others, expressed interest
in participati"ng. Although
Marcus is hosting September's
meeting at his home, meetings
may be held at the school, Lake

Matoaka or someone's house.
The individual professor
chooses the topic and decides
how many students should
attend. Future topics under
consideration include police
brutality;
health
ca re ;
legalization of marijuana,
abortion, and homosexuals in
the military.
Interested students will sign
up for each session on the
administration board, and will
be selected from this list by
lottery. Due to the limited size
of the program, students may
not participate in more than one
session per year.

Dear Employer: I Want a Job
prize qualities and elaborate on your
By JACALYN SCOrf
Approximately 50 second- and third- accomplishments and background .
years attended Dean Robert Kaplan's Relate your experience to the employer's
annual "How to Write a Cover Letter" practice areas or client base. Also explain
session. This year's session was designed your interest in the employer, such as
like a workshop. Instead of reciting a list
of do's and do nt's, Kaplan distributed a
See HIRE ME, page 7
"pretend" resume and asked students to
draft an appropriate cover letter to match r
Here are a few of
the resume.
Kaplan's tips:
Kaplan also displayed two sample
1.
Do
not
begin a letter with "Dear
cover letters on an overhead projector to
Sir/Madam
" or "Dear Hiring
illustrate the major differences between
Attorney.
"
Identify
a conUlct
a well written and a blah letter. Kapl?n
pe~on.
reminded students that a cover letter is a
2. Do not begin every paragraph with
student's opportunity to introduce herself
"I." Be creative.
to the employer and also a reflection of
3.
Do
not reciJe in narrative your
her writing style.
resume. Don 'I bore the employer.
Another important aspect of a cover
4. Do not describe a law finn in tenns
letter is marketing. Because of the tight
of size. Whal is large 10 some is
economy, students seeking summer and
small
to others.
permanent employment must be able to
5.
Avoid
words ending in -a~ such as
distinguish themselves from other
cultural.
qualified students. One of the hardest
6. Do not be passive. Be aggressive.
tasks for students is to present themselves
7. Proofread. Spell check is great
positively in a letter. You've heard the
invention.
saying "accentuate the positive, eliminate
8.
Do
not exceed one page. No one
the negative." Cover letters are no
has
time to read two pages.
different. It all starts with a well written
9.
Do
not
photocopy the body of
and professional looking resume and
letter.
Don't
be lazy.
cover letter.
ZO.
Do
not
indude
a photograph. You
An effective way to draft a cover
may
scare
somebody.
~
letter is to eA1ract from your resume your

ortrait Studio
Tuesdays, and now SATURDAYS,
are W &M Special Days
Bring your film in for proceSSing and
receive either FREE film or Free double
prints!!

a.

With our new PORTRAIT STUDIO open you can be sure
that your class pictures look GREAT!!
Make an appointment TODAY

~

PASSPORT PHOTOS IN MINUTES
Great for applications, too!

229-3001

431 P[ince G~orge ~~.

10% off with this ad
* fresh pasta
* veal
* steaks
* stromboli

* chicken
* pIZza
* seafood

All With Soup & Salad Bar
1665 Richmond Road

Williamsburg, V A

804-220-3544

• Located in the heart
of the historic area.

• Ample parking.

0~~~~'S
Merclwtts Squ2re • Williamsburg, VA • 253-184
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SUIIlll1er in Madrid: A Renaissance learning experience
By JOHN BROWNLEE
This summer, nearly 40 MarshallWythe studentsstudied lawin the historic
country of Spain. Under the direction of
Professors Kay Kindred and Walter
Felton, these students travelJed, studied,
and most of all had fun.
Spain, a country between two seas, is
both Latin and Celtic, Christian and
Muslim, green and dry, flat and
mountainous. Spain has 17 autonomous
regions, defined b their own traditional
cultures, their histories as well as their
natural environment.
The program
is based in the majestic city of Madrid.
The small region of Madrid is deeply
marked by the fact that it has been the
home of the Spanish Court since the 16th
century. Had this not been the case, it
wouldhaveattractedmuchl~attention,

excepting of course, the magnificent
scenery of the Guadarrama Mountains
and the city of Alcala de Henares, which

SLUMS, from page 3
including utilities.
In addition to law students,
graduate students from the
programs of Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration,

was the reaJ cultural capital of the Spanish
Renaissance.
The academics in Spain are varied.
Courses in American Criminal Process,
Spanish civil and constitutional law,
International Environmental Law, and
the European Economic Community
Legal System are offered. The courses
are taught in English and meet four days
a week.
While in Madrid, many student
visited the famous Prado Museum. The
Prado displays works by Velazq uez, Goya
and EI Greco. It also contains excellent
Flemish and Italian collections. Students
also visited the Monastery ofEI Escorial.
This is an impressive building in the best
style of Spanish Mannerism, with which
Juan de Herrera created a style that was
to leave a deep mark.
During the first week of the program
(July 6-13), most students ventured to
the exciting cityofPamplona. Pamplona

Education, and the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science are
also residents. Married students
orstudentswith families are not
eligible to live in the new
complex, but still have the option
of the college's Ludwell
Apartments.

is located within the Navarra region. This
inland region, very near the sea, is located
in Northern Spain from the valley of the
Ebro to the snow-capped Pyrenees.
Navarra is traditionally a land of
pilgrimages. The penitential processions
of Holy Week are of great solemnity, the
one in Pamplona being among the finest
in northern Spain.
Among the lay festivals is that of the
week of San Fermin, in Pamplona. It
beginsonJuly7th with the unforgettable
of the running of the bulls. The young
men of the city, not to mention a group of
crazy Marshall-Wythe students, race
ahead of the bulls through the streets
from the corals to the bullring each
morning. Hazard and adventure are
written in capital letters during the
festival, and Hemingway called it "a
damned fine show".
The Olympics offered a unique
opportunity for several students.

Despite a catalogue of
problems which perhaps should
be anticipated with the
construction of any new
residential facility, most
residents express general
satisfaction with th e new
Graduate Housing Complex.

Barcelona, a ci ty with tremendous
personality, was the home the 1992
Olympics. After an eight hour bus ride
from Madrid, students found themselves
in a city that was ready for foreigners.
The Gothic quarter and broad avenues,
the museums and cultured opulence
which has always been present as one of
the main features of the nature of
Barcelonawasputon hold for the sporting
spectacular. Swimming, biking, track
and field, and of course the "Dream
Team" were the main attractions. Matt
Warren, Justin Smith, and Bart Harris
(2Ls) were able to attend the first United
States basketball game against Angola.
Steve McCarthy (2L) was excited when
he scalped tickets to the men'sgymnastics.
Spain was an exciting time. The
program is offered to any MarshallWythe student, and information
concerning next years program will be
distributed later in the semester.

fiRE ME, from page 6
location, specializations. The
Office of Career Planning and
Placement is stocked with
resources, including employers'
resumes, NALP forms, how-to

books, etc. It is a good idea to
draft a cover letter, following
the " Resume and Cover Letter"
handout by OCPP and make an
appointment with Dean Kaplan.
Rumor has it that he may
actually have an opening in midOctober.

GREAT FOOD
For Students, Faculty
Administration
Lunch $5.50
2 for 1 dinner Sunday to Thursday

I(U'ItA
601 Prince Ge.o rge Street
253-1233
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Rewarding effort justifies Legal Skills grading change
G.P.A Why put lots of time into Legal Skills if it will by a single interviewer, grades in one form or the other,
detract from your graded courses. Yes, it will help you were discussed by all.
By Ronnie Clay
do a good job, but if you can't get a job, what difference
And what about credibility within the student body?
does it make?
Everyone knew that it was next to impossible to fail the
There are two reasons why grading of the Legal
The new grading system is a compromise. It will course and hard work didn't produce any tangible
Skills program is necessary, to reward hard work (as reward those who do an "outstanding" job without rewards; why not coast. I was blessed with the best
well as sloth) and to reinstate some credibility to the adding the pressures of a fully graded course. Naturally, " Senior Partner" the Skills program has to offer (Hello
program. Both reasons are compelling justification for the granting of A's will need to be monitored. Allowing Greg, by the way, I need a reference), but even with the
the recent change in grading policy instituted by the a firm to hand out 12 A's while all other firms dole out best direction and motivation, people are not going to
Legal Skills program which will allow exceptional effort 1 or 2 would be unacceptable. But assuming that the work as hard where there is no incentive. Exceptional
to garner an "A" and no effort to garner a low pass.
powers that be in the Legal Skills program maintain efforts, good or bad will now be recognized, and
Legal Skills assignments take a tremendous amount some consistency with respect to the frequency of A recognized in a meaningful way. An HP may never be
of effort, IF you want to produce quality work. So why grades, what's the problem? A few students who bust mentioned in an interview, but is anyone willing to take
not reward the student who does the work. There are their butt will be rewarded and the v.ast majority will not the chance that an LP will be? That would be an
two ways of navigating Legal Skills, working hard to get be penalized, especially considering the new one interesting little discussion.
Yes, arguments have been made against any grading
the most out of the program, and doing only what you decimal place G.P.A. and ranking system.
The second reason that justifies instituting a grade of Legal Skills; itwilllead to a pressure-filled competitive
have to do to get through the program. Now, both
component into the Skills program is credibility. environment, people won't work together, grading will
methods will be recognized.
The e>.:perience you gain from Legal Skills will help Marshall-Wythe praises it's Skills program as producing be too subjective, etc. Stop your whining!
Skills is supposed to mimic a "real law firm" right, if
you get through those summer assignments more than better trained lawyers, featuring it prominently in
any substantive course. You may not know squat about literature both to prospective students and potential you want pressure or a competitive environment, try
Intellectual Property but if you've learned how to employers. Without attaching some tangible benefit to working in an actual law firm where permanent offers
research (through Legal Skills) you can identify the the hard work the administration was sending the or raises or partnership are determined rather than a
issues and find the authorities you need to argue your message, whether it wanted to or not, that this program grade. And don't you think Senior Partners will be
sensitive to those who circumvent "group" projects in
case. And, if you've learned howto put those arguments was not of significant importance.
If the administration is going to expect employers an effort to get that elusive "A. " After all, if the
into memorandum form with proper bluebook citation
(again through Legal Skills) you can impress that Partner and students to take the program seriously, shouldn't assignment is to work in a group, the ability and effort
of the firm Bucks & Opportunity, your summer the administration do so? By attaching a grade, even in within the group would certainly be considered in any
a limited sense, the administration is saying that this grading. Subjective grading? If that is your concern,
e mployer.
However, there had bee n a disincentive to putting in program is worthy of consideration. The grade is the drop out of law school.
the work that will gain you these benefits. Namely, the indication that the administration attaches importance
MarshalJ- Wythe is supposed to produce the best
time it takes. Let's face it, the more time you put into to the program. That overt acknowledgment may get lawyers possible. Legal Skins is the most innovative,
Legal Skills, the less time you're going to put into your the attention of employers, and if it doesn't, those who practical means of accomplishing that goal. Its about
other courses. Regardless of what anybody tells you, deserve it will gain some benefit by way of increased time that the Legal Skills program was granted the
the first piece of information that employers look for is G.P.A. The HP I received in Skills was never mentioned authority it needs to achieve its mandate.

Grades for Skills: a bad idea vvhose time has not come
By Bill Fitzpatrick

..

I am sure many of you first years a re still very much
in awe by the Legal Skills program. However, just as
Dorothy's reve rence disappeared when she looked
behind the curtain, much of your respect for the Legal
Skills program will have ebbed by Thanksgiving. In
fact, I do not think I am going out on a limb when I say
that a majority of you will inevitably hate Legal Skills.
Do not panic. Every class before you has hated it. It is
part of the Marshall-Wythe experience. Thi s year,
however, you will be given the unique opportu nity to go
beyond the typical bounds of abhorre nce . Legal Skills
is being graded .
Why is Legal Skills being graded? A legitimate, but
cynical, answer is that with Legal Skills graded, students
would not be able to ignore the reading assignments.
The students would get more out of class, or so the
reasoning would go, and they generaJly would feel
more compelled to learn. This is called the 'hot-foot'
theory. To move a student, a fire must be lit underneath
him . The fear of the Low Passor,yes, the "F', and the
reward of the full credit" A" are the tools of motivation.
However, Professors Moliterno and Levy have
chosen the wrong place to light the fire. If you want a
student to understand a subject, you should not try and
scare him into learning it. Rather, you should teach it
to him. The fire must be lit in the mind, not on the foot.
Using grades as a stick to coax students to learn is an

inadequate substitute for stimulatill1g material. Other
substantive options are available.
Along these lines, I suggest that the new grading
system of Legal Ski lls will have little of the desired
consequences it was designed to bring about. Without
any meat on the bone, the knowledge learned in Legal
Skills will be buried in time. The fact that the course is
now graded will have little impact o n the rete ntion of
the material.
In the old system, the threat of the "F' did little to
generate the much desired "good -faith effort". AfteTall,
no one got " F's". (Well, almost noone.) Therefore, the
motivating force in this new arrangement is the Low
Pass. The image of the letters " LP" appearing on a
transcript is expected to stimulate the student into
giving the required effort. Clearly, a Low Pass would
seriously tarnish a transcript, and, therefore, should
only be given to stude nts who go beyond the call of duty
to ignore Legal Skills. This, however, runs the risk of
making the "LP" the toothless tiger that the " F ' was, is,
and will be.
If that is the case, is not the new Legal Skills grading
system principally reduced to a two-tiered structure of
"P" and "A"? The old two-tiered structure of " P" and
"HP" was deemed inadequate. Apparently, the
awarding of credits for the " A" \Ii~1I make all of the
difference in the world. I submit that the present
difference between the "A " and the " P" is too great.
Too many inequities will be created and dissatisfaction
will flourish.
In the old regime, while some students seemed to

deserve a "HP", others seemed to get it because it was
"their tum" . The re is little material to objectively
justify a grade in Legal Skills. Many of the exercises
involve using a student's communication skill and
other personal attributes that are purely subjective.
Furthernlore, much of an "associate's" time i spent
within a working group. How do the decision-maker'
effectively separate the personal work of the individuals
in a group? What do the "partners' have to base their
decision upon to reward one student with the credits of
an "A" and give a nother student a mere " P"? In Legal
Skills, the body of work of a student is too small and
subjective to reward one so handsomely while
realisticaJly ignoring the efforts of another.
The decision -m a ke rs will base the stud e nt
performanc.e against an academic backdrop. In the real
world many situations will require the attorney to
throw the Legal Skills manual out the window.
Attorney's do not apply the academic model to every
client and every case. In fact, it wiJl probably be the
exception rather than the rule. Legal Skills claims to
teach the law student the nuts and bolts of being an
attorney. The true measure of an attorney, however, is
her intuition and versatility in confronting the unknown.
These assets cannot be measured in a classroom, and
moreover, would be trivialized if they were to be
quantified by a simple letter grade.
In many if not most instances, the individual with the
See BROmER LOVE, page 16
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Don't treat us like children with mandatory attendance
By Richard A. Hricik
" 1 m mad a hell and I'm not
gonna take it anymore" .. . well
unfortunately 1 have to. 1 am
course referring to professors
who have mandatory attendance
policies. However, let us not
forget that Big Brother in the
form of the ABA, is also
watching.
Why so upset you may ask?
Let' first look at law schoo Ifrom
an economic perspective .
Through the pa ment of my
tuition 1 have purcha ed a
service from the school. What 1
choose to do with the service
that 1 have purchased is my
choice. If I am in someway

causing a detriment to myselfby
not maximizing the benefit of
the services purchased, then it is
my loss. 1 freely accept the
con equences of my own
decisions.
As a rational thinking adult,
1 know how and where my time
and energy houJd best be spent.
If I choose to spend the day
out ide of class on another
activity, 1 have made the choice
that I will derive a greater benefit
from that activity then from
attending class.
Thi is not to say that 1 am
against attending class, I merely
reiterate I should be the one to
decide what I believe is valuable
to my legaJ education. There
have been professors from
whom I have learned many

things that will be of value to me
as a future practitioner. I have
regularly attended their classes
not out of obligation, but due to
the quality of the education I
was receiving.
In contra t some professors
encourage
unstructured
cia roomdiscussionsordiscu
the esoteric aspects of a
particular legal ubject. That is
their choice.
Again, it should be my choice
to decide whether or not I feel
my legal education will
somehow be deficient for failure
to attend their classes.
What I resent most of all is
that mandatory attendance
ta kes away a very powerful righ t.
The right to vote with my feet
and thereby provide my

commentary on the style of the
professor. ' Withdrawal in
disgust is not to be confused
with apathy. '
Professors also lose when
they require attendance as they
lose the ability to get this direct
feedback. If a professor is truly
interested in what the students
think of their teaching style, the
numbers in the room will give a
much clearer answer than any
scantron comments.
lfprofessors are so interested
in my legal education, making
my attendance imperative, why
i my grade solely based upon a
three hour exam at the end of
the semester. If there is so much
to be learned through the course
of one semester, why aren't tests
orexam offered throughoutthe

year or even partial credit given
for class participation.
As an institution oflearning,
the goal of the law school is to
prepare us to be become lawyers
by giving us the knowledge to
achieve that end. However, this
knowledge is to be found not
solely in the words of our
professors or comments from
our classmates, but in treatises
and study aids by the thousands.
After" 17 years of formal
education I know better than
anyone else the process of how I
learn material. I know what I
have to do to learn the material
that is being taught. Let me
decide what and when I choose
to study. Let me be the judge of
what is important to my own
legal education.

It's a MAD World

Nullification: a proper tool for fully informed juries
or in the event of an impasse, the case return a conviction for preaching to an
ends in a hung jury.
unlawful assembly. The year was 1670
By M. A. Donald
Naturally, the concentration of such and the agi~ators were William Meade
power in the hands of the 'little people" and William Penn, and America was a
During my second week working for on a jury is disturbing to those who have place where obedience for its own sake
a solo practitioner in Tucson, AZ., I spent SO much time and special interest was a highly touted personal quality. The
finally stopped to read one of the multiple money buying their way into the state suspension of jury rights by George 1lI in
po ters con picuou Iy glued up near the and federal legislatures.
response to the American resistance was
The active use of the jury nullification among the factors leading to our country's
Pima County Superior and Justice
power at the fringe of the criminal law, most famous and widespread episode of
Court. The top of the po ter read:
'BEAFULLY
i.e. sodomy statutes, gross over- "Cop Killer" celebrated every July 4th.
punishment for drug offenses, and
Naturally, after thing settled down
INFORMED JUROR! .. .
ob cenity prosecution prevents the and the American Governed had met
READ THIS POSTER !"
Since I was in no hurry to get on with authority freaks from grinding their the new boss, ame as the old boss, the
research in the county law library, and White-Male-Christian axe against the informational lid was slammed shut on
since I was being paid by the hour, I substandard moral fabric espoused by jury nullification instruction in 1895.
stopped to read the full tex1, which dealt college Engli h teachers, single mothers En ter the Fully Informed Jury
with something I was unaware of as both and Warner Brothers. In other words, Association (FAll) and the National
a citizen and a law tudent, a legal relic the more asinine the law, the more likely Organization for the Reform of
called jury nullification. In the proce , I that an infonned juryor j uror will decline Marijuana Laws (NORML) , with a
di covered the worst nightmare of to apply it to a given case. According to national campaign to educate the public
George Bu h, Bob Martinez, and other o ne source, in Kentuck.)" up to one half about jury nullification in a day and age
authority zealot so passionately of all marijuana cultivation cases fail to when the morality of the state-house so
consumed by the consciousness jihad end in conviction because jurors are frequently deviates from local notions of
common sense and common decency. In
known a the Drug War.
aware of this right.
, The essence of this doctrine goes
Now just hold on a minute Mr. Vice Arizona, where the vast majority of the
something like this: any jury in any case, President, before you read another legislators come from populous Maricopa
after having heard the instructions from speech without adult supervision: this county, composed largely of retired
the judge can decide that the law sucks, doctrine is not the invention ofthe ABA armchair fascists and would-be teleand can (despite having taken an oath to nor of the ACLU. The audacious idea vangelists, mandatory sentences for such
the contrary) cast their vote on the basis that a jury might perceive and act against heinous offenses as possession of
of what is just. This is a pretty trivial the tyranny of the tate was a part of the marijuana, are not nearly so mandatory
matter in civil trials where such jury law of juries prior to the American when juries are drawn from more liberaV
activist/inhaling Pima County given that
misconduct" is reversible on appeal, Revolution.
A plaque near courtroom five of Old the parking garages, sidewalks and walls
but when combined with other insidious
doctrines like double jeopardy, in the Bailey in London commemorates the near the courthouse proclaim tidings of
criminal arena, the stubborn exercise of use of the power by a jury that was fined jury nullification.
The historic use of jury nullification
this right can mean that defendants walk, and jailed without food for refusing to

pops up during the alcohoJ-drug war,
when d uring the lzst four yea rs of
prohibition, halfof all alcohol trials ended
in hung juries or acquittals. NORML
hopes that by informing jurors of harsh
penalties for marijuana possession and
of jury nullification power that those
(many) jurors who are fed up with
Prohibition II will disregard the required
oath and vote for acquittal. The desired
result being fewer people going to jail
and forfeiting their possessions, on the
basis of ugly laws passed in a frenzy of
racial hatred, and designed to prop up
the chemical and logging industries (the
real origin of marijuana prohibition).
According to the September issue of
Student Lap"yer, FIlA juror education
flyers are even being put up by Operation
Rescue members, in hopes of winning
acquittals for what might arguably be
defined as acts of "civil disobedience."
Naturally there are humorous mental
contortions among judges and
prosecutors to differentiate between a
"Power" of the jury as opposed to a
"Right," and any publicity given jury
nullification is invariably followed by
outcry from legislators, police chiefs and
other authority junkies. The taking up of
the jury nullification banner by NORML
represents the continuation of political
jurydoctrine advanced by previous rabble
rousers like John Adams and Alexander
Hamilton, and a legitimate response to
legislators who have refused to learn
from the past, and who favor jails as
healing instruments for social ills.
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Miss Demeanor kicks the bucket, Anita Libido takes over
[It is wilh profound sadness that I must
report the untimely death of our esteemed
etiquette columnist, Miss Demeanor. The
tragedy OCCUlTed this summer, at a dinner
party in Monaco. At press time, the only
detail we hare been able to \'erify is that il
was a rather gmesome incident inmh'ing
a chaffing dish, a mislabeledcontainerof
Sterno, and one of Princess Stephanie's
bodyguards. Monaco 's royal family has
assured us that Miss Dem eanor's passing
was quick and she did not suffer. We will
miss her wil and wisdom
Despite her delicate image, Miss
Demeanor was a pillar of strength to the
Amicus Curiae staff. I am confident that
she would 11'ant us to find someone of the
same gentile, blue-blQoded heritage to
prOl'ide much needed adl'ice to the M -W
community.
Bearing that in mind, and stmggling
through my tears of grief, I am pleased to
introduce our new adl'ice columnist: A nita
Libido. Thrice convicted as a communis
rixatrix (common scold), Anila came to
Williamsburg seeking m eaningful
interaction with others as well as tumult
and wrangling. Unfortunately, the home
of chastity and pancakes could not satiate
her urges. So, she sought out the largest
concentration ofdeep-seeded psychoses in

the Peninsula and decided to take Ol'er our
adl'ice column. --Ed. J

Dear Anita Libido,
I am a first-year law student and am
puzzled by some comments in The
Docket. While glad to hear that the law
school had the windows washed and the
furniture re-upholstered (with that
elegant naugahyde), just what did the
place look like before, and what are those
"nabs" which we aren't supposed to
"grind unmercifully into the pile?"
--Not Worthy
Dear Innocent iL,
What you missed out on last year was
the " Year of the Bus Station" at MarshallWythe. The windows probably had to be
washed to rid the place of the left-over
smoke residue. And the naugas, well,
what can I say ... it did (and still does?)
look a little like Greyhound Waiting
Room circa.
In addition, all those years of 2/3L's
sleeping on them on registration eve had
taken its toll. (Rest assured, the school
has told you that this won't be necessary
for you to get the classes you want next
year.) On the " nabs" issue, your guess is
as good as mine. Maybe they meant
"nibs" (as in those cheese crackers that

we are all so grateful to buy from our
french cafe-style lunchroom).
Or possibly the school wants us to
refrain from grabbing those stranger who
wander into the lobby on occasion
(because we so often mistake them for
the "nabbers" who take our lunches,
books, and suits) and hence, grinding
them unmercifully into the carpets (and
that means they'd have to clean the
carpets all over again). Whatever the
reason, we may all be well-advised not to
smash anything into the rugs, but then
again, you haven't had Client B or
Rosenberg's Property yet.
Dear Anita:
What does "turgid" mean?
--A Professor up for Re\iew
Dear Prof. Devhardt,
Engorged and purplish.
Dear Miss!MJrS./Ms Libido,
New to this law school atmosphere, I
find myself in a difficult quagmire_ It
seems my LSAT prep course did not
offer a section on political correctness.
As a result, I neglected to brush up on
the necessary PC rules for MarshallWythe. Now I often stumble with correct
usage of he/she, chainnan/chailWoman,

etc., and am often embarrassed. Left to
ridicule, I now shun social occasions as
they might give rise to this personal flaw.
You are the only one that can save me
from a hennit life. Please, what are the
correct rules for stating generic
personage in today' s PC world?
--Confused
Dear PC Outcast,
I must admit that I sympathize with
your situation. These rules are confusing
and many different thoughts on the
subject abound . The traditionalists would
say to continue using the masculine -- he,
chairman, etc. -- when the true sex of the
person referred to is unknown. Others
would say to alternate between masculine
and feminine. I prefer asimpler rule that
will never leave a question and would
never offend the PC conscientious.
Always use the most generic term with
not reference to male or female . He/She
would be " person." Well, "person" has
son in it, so try using " perbeing" or "the
entity. '
" Chairman" becomes
"chairbeing", " human" becomes
" hubeing", and so on. Or you could
always say "the dude" or "hippie chic."
Note, if you chose to use the simple term
" people", remember, "you people" is
NOT Pc.

Golf Tips: Seizures, outlines and the Sarcastic Method
By TOM BOOK
I wish to extend a hearty

welcome and my personal
congratulations to the incoming
first-year class for posting such
impressive numbers and
accomplishments during their
academic and professional
careers before entering law
school. Youguyssurelookgood
on paper.
. I also wanted to let you know
that although M -W is only about
the 53rd best law school in the
nation, it is first in the category
of Ioc.a I golfing opportunities.
There are many excellent
courses in the area including
Ford's Colony, Kingsmill, The
Golden Horseshoe, and the
course which you will play, Deer
Run. If you want to know more
about the location and hours of
these courses, make a few phone
calls and look at a map.
What's more important for
you legal neophytes to know is
that law school is at once both
an intellectually empty and
morally bankrupt experience,
and anyone who attempts to
persuade you to the contrary is
either a liar or a law professor,
though one should be advised
that the two categories are in no
way mutually exclusive.
Learning to ''think like a lawyer"
is merely a euphemism for the
process of compromising your
own values for those of the
marketplace. Being taught to

argue either side of the issues in
a case produces a professional
moral duality that accounts for
the majority of the public's
animosity toward lawyers. The
lack of personal integrity
reflected in one's willingness to
say anything for a buck exposes
the reality of a lawyer's life in
which " counselor" and
"advocate" are merely kinder,
gentler ways of saying whore.
But, do not be dismayed.
Much of the reason the public
ha tes us is the same reason many
of you entered law school, to
wit; lawyers always make money.
You name it--divorce, accidents,
crime, nasty custody battles, civil
suits for rape against prominent
athletes--these are gold mines
for lawyers. All you have to do
to getto this pot of gold is survive
law school. And I'm here to tell
you how to do that.
First, and foremost, you must
disabuse yourselves of any
misguided notions that law
school will be a fulfilling
experience intellectu ally,
socially, or otherwise. The text
books are criminally boring,
classmates are insufferable,
especially those who feel
obligated to share every inane
thought they have with the entire
class on a daily basis. Classroom
participation does not, I
REPEAT, does not have any
effect on your grade and is in no
way reflective of intelligence,

preparation, or one's ability to
practice law. (Earl Warren
didn't say dick in three years of
law school). Because this is the
case, do not volunteer, and
whenever possible keep your
mouth shut. All you can earn by
spouting off is the rancor ofyour
classmates. Furthermore, if you
keep your mouth shut, you won't
be nearly as embarrassed when
you get all Csyourfirstsemester.
If you are called on in class and
feel that you have to speak, my
advice is to fake a seizure. Not
only will you then not have to
answer the question in that class,
but the c.hances are pretty good
that you will never be c.alled on
again.
Furthermore, do not be
intimidated by your professors-these people are not Ph.D.'s,
literally. For the most part these
are very intelligent people who
work hard and love the sound of
their own voice. As a whole,
they have very large egos and
enjoy putting people on the spot
with what they obviously think
are clever and insightful
hypothetica1s. Just keep in mind
that no matter what you say they
will say the opposite just to
prolong what is undoubtedly
already
a
ridiculous
conversation. On the whole, it
is not unlike arguing with your
girlfriend. The resuh is the same,
you can never win.
Therefore, I recommend

that you don't even get into it
with them. If you are called
upon and someone in the class
has already faked a seizure,
simply say, "I'm sorry Professor
X, but I do not think I will be
able to help you with that case
today." If that doesn't work,
and you are forced into a
dialogue, I reCommend that you
combat the Socratic method
with the Sarcastic method .
When the professor points out
the flaws in your reasoning, just
reply, " You know Professor,
after hearing your com ments and
upon some further reflection of
my own, I realize my errors and
see that you are completely right.
Thank you for guiding me out of
thecaveofshadowswithinwhich
I was formerly dwelling."
The key to law school can be
summed up in two words :
commercial outlines.
Casebooks are ridiculously
expensive, unnecessarily heavy
and often do nothing'more than
keep
your
professors
comfortable in Kingsmill or
some similar ghetto for the rich
and self-impressed. Don't buy
them. Just buy the outlines and
learn the black letter law.
Hornbooks are a waste of time
and serve only to confuse you
more. There is no need for depth
of knowledge- in law school
because law school exams are
tests of quantity rather than
quality. Indeed, class rank is

more a measure of hand speed
than it is of intelligence.
Unfortunately, class rank is
also
the
factor
most
determinative of whether you
will be gainfully employed in
1995 or not. Remember that
while a professor'sglib comment
that "You are not your GPA"
may be true on some existential
level, your GPA will, in large
part, determine where you end
up three short years from now.
Thus you must tailor your
preparation to fit your goals. If
you want to work in a big firm,
brief every case, take copious
notes and make stupid lawrelated jokes among your geeJ..:y
study group partners. If you
want to work in a medium or
small firm, buy an outline and
make a good faith attempt to
attend half of your classes. And,
if you want to work for the
go,,::ernment; just be sure that
you register every semester.
That's really all there is to it.
Don't allow yourself to get
sucked up into the sheep-like
culture that pervades law school.
Strive not so much to be a person
of success, but rather a person
of character. Don't allow your
classmares or professors to make
you doubt what you know to be
true. Most of all, remember
that if you walk down the halls
and call everyone you pass a
jerk. you would be right about
85 percent of the time.
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Everyone has words of wisdom for first years
By JOSH SACKS
situations and new urround- fort was not .part of the game you spell Sartre anyway? I'll fol The professor's prophetic ings, always keeping in mind my when I started filling out seating low some good advice:
words echo in my mind as if I purpose for being here and the charts and anxiously listened to
" Everyone is confused in the
heard them only yesterday:
greater purpose of law schools: professors argue that they would beginning. It's new material and
" One day, your wife will look to intimidate, to confuse .. . and be considerate when they called a new process." (Translation:
at you angrily and yell, 'Stop to pick up babes?
on us. Theysaid that if we floun- You are the only one confused.
talking like a lawyer! '"
Advice was easy to come by dered around or didn't know . . . Is that a bottle in front of me
Well, realizing that I m not during the first week of law the answer, it was alright. We or a frontallabotomy? )
married and that the statute of school. Fears that filled my head would get the benefit of the
At least I'll take away some
limitations on such intangible before committing myself to this doubt. It's not that you haven't valuable social advice from my
social commentary is relatively legal enterprise were quickly prepared, it's not that you buck- first week at the school. I mean,
short, I took said professor's forgotton. The atmosphere at led under the pressure. It only if all else fails, at least I can
advice with a grain of salt and Marshall-Wythe was different. looks like you're unprepared and pretend that I'm a la"yer. ·
continued to fight my way I knew when 1 first walked into that you buckled under the pres"Hey, how's it gain', habeas
through the glories of "Law Millington Auditorium and dove sure.
corpus.'"
Well, at least the intimidaCamp". It is here, in the re- for cover in response to what I
"Is that a writ of mandamus
cesses of the Marshall-Wythe thought was a wave of Uzi fire tion of law school during the in your pocket, or ..."
" You know, you have the
fortress, that I would embark that I need not worry about pre- first week was balanced by the
upon a true ljfe experience. I conceptions and ingrained phi- confusion. I felt particuJarly nicest rejoinder I've ever seen.
would attempt to tackle the losophies regarding the process good about myself when I real- And I'm not just saying that."
ized that I had no idea who
Anyway, I guess the law
pressing issues of our time. I of legal education.
"We are not here to make Wythe was. Or why Article III, school experience is inexpliwould learn to think like a lawyer. I would learn to decipher you uncomfortable." (Transla- section 2 of the Constitution is cable. It's an experience aimed
complex legal material in class- tion: Don't think for a second important. Or whether or not at preparing people for making
rooms where air conditioning is that we're not here to make you an-automobile is consider.ed an difficult and influential deciinstrument of impending/inher- sions. It's an experience rooted
not an inalienable right. I would, uncomfortable.)
I was convinced thatdiscom- ent danger in Florida. How do in · the fo u ndations of t h is
in fact, learn to adapt to new

country's social, political, and
economic systems. It will teach
us new approaches to problemsolving, it will introduce us to a
broad range of material and issues, and, hopefuJly, it will make
us better people.
I'm thankiul for the advice I
was given my fi rst week of school,
even though I know I'll have to
make sense out ofthings as they
develop. For now though, I'll
try to work through the problems of my infant legal education, like trying to get in touch
with people in graduate housing-doyou page them first, then
caJl a local pay phone, or ... ?
I gotta run . I have an appointment in the library to razor
blade pages out of te>.i books.
. Then it's off to the parking office to pay my tickets. And finally, I can return home and
confront the volumes of cases I
must understand for tomorrow's
classes. Any advice?

Collect them all! This week: Demi-Gods of L egal Skills!

More clip tn' save Marshall-Wythe tradin cards

~--------------------~

Brian Bonner

Julie Gilges

Julius Rothstein

Usa Brook
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.Blunders, bloopers and practical jokes of the conventions
By TOBIN ROTH
For those of us who are
political diehards, CNN and CSPAN'sgavel-to-gavelcoverage
of the two political conventions
was heaven sent. The networks
have sold out. In a move that
further sound bytes the political
process, the Big Three cut back
their convention coverage to a
piddly one to two hours a night.
So for those of you who don't
have cable (why else would you
not have watched our political
process in action?), here is a
review/summary of what you
missed:
THE DEMOCRATS
Location: New York City and
The Garden were definite
weaknesses for the Democrats.
Mayor Dinkins' P.R. efforts
were dashed by CNN stories of
security seminars for visiting
delegates. Madison Square
Garden also took some
torpedoes to future convention
hopes when Virginia Gov.
Douglas Wilder bemoaned his
delegation's seats between the
Guatemalan broadcast booth
and tnetattered Knicksbanners.
Best Speech
(content):
Republicans across the country
were clutching their hearts as
former
Congresswoman
Barbara Jordan spared no
feelings and spoke of cutting
entitlements, abandoning
political correctness, and
regaining the electorate's trust.
The only thing she left out: the
De mocratic
Leadershi p
Conference had prevailed in
1992. No kidding.
Best Speech (delivery): Sorry
Mario, but Jesse Jackson takes
this one. Jesse hasan expressive
style that is unequalled by his
political peers--so expressive
that some skeptics disiniss his
words as the ravings of a
Southern
preacher.
Horsehocky When Jackson's

podium becomes his pulpit those
skeptics should hush and help
their outfinanced Party by
passing the plate.
Worst Speech: Senator Bill
Bradley stiffly claimed that the
President "wiggled, waffled, and
wavered." Meanwhile, his
audience waned, winced, or
went to the 'fridge. The real
bomb, though, was the
prediction . by McLaughlin
Groupie Jack Germond that
Bradley would be the star ofthe
convention. Stick to journalism,
Jack--Nostradamus you ain't.
Best Issue: In response to the
often heard cry for more women
in Congress, Tuesday night was
a showcase for the Party's strong
field of female Senate
candidates. Each one has
alluded to the Senate Judiciary
Hearing as "the reason" she
entered the race, or at least a
primary motivation. Imagine
Anita Hill's impact if she was a
Democrat.
Worst Issue: When Penn's prolife Governor Caseywas muzzled
to make room for ' some prochoice Republicans, the
abortion dissension that the
Party had tried to deny was
exposed.
The lingering question: can
pro-choice
Republicans
challenging such pro-lifers as
Casey and Kansas Gov. Joan
Finney expect support from the
likes of N.O.W. and other prochoice organizations?
Best Moment: Although the
gavel sounded on Monday, we
had lift-off the preceding
weekend when the nominee
chose Al Gore as his sidekick
and the Perot campaign began
to crumble. The Gore choice
finally prodded most of the
"Superdelegates" into a since re
embrace of the Clinton
candidacy. As for Perot, the
experts
misjudged
his

supporters. The lion share of
Little Big Man's devotees were
anti-Bush, giving Clinton ag<X>d
portion of them upon his exit.
But can he hold on to them?
Worst Moment: As the word
"change" .
reverberated
throughout New York, various
camera shots revealed two Hall
of Famers seated on the floor:
former House Speaker Jim
Wright and former D.C. Mayor
Marion Barry. Rumor had it
that in an attempt to lure the
two out of camera range, Wright
was asked to do a book signing
out in the lobby and Barry was
told there was someone waiting
to see him in the visitor's room.
BestLine: The Democrats once
conceded this category to the
Republicans, then came Ann
Richards. The Q-tip co.iffed
Texan was plodding through a
slow part in her speech, then
woke up the delegates when she
quipped," ... but as Richard
Nixononcesaid,'Thatwould be
wrong.'" The Party may have to
retire this award in her name.
Worst Line: Sen. Al Gore
recounted the near death ofAl,
Jr.,tellinghowhekneeledinthe
gutter and embraced the boy,
stared into his lifeless eyes, and
prayed with his son thathe might
survive. Then, the solemn Gore
invited the Democrats to join
him in embracingour country as
it lay in the gutter, stare into its
lifeless eyes, and pray that ittoo
might survive. One television
c.ommentatorstated that Gore's
analogy bordered on poor taste.
Bordered? It redefined poor
taste.
Other Observations: From the
"Whatever Happened To .."
files, careful research has
uncovered the little known fact
that Bill Clinton's mother is in
factthesamewomanwhoplayed
Sabrina on Saturday morning
T.v. s"JosieandtbePus:,-ycats."

Yes, the hairdo gave her away.
THE REPUBLICANS
Location: The Republicans are
charmed. The famed Houston
heat turned up missing, and like
New Orleans, the city provided
a spacious dome where each
delegation was seated on the
floor. O.K., so the Astros had to
take a 28-day road trip--they're
pitiful, and it's best if the
hometown fans don't have to
see you lose.
Best Speech (content): In the
wake of a platform committee
that did all but invite those
wishing to be saved to come
down front during the singing of
the hymn, Ronald Reagan and
Jack Kemp sounded a moderate
(yes, moderate) tone. But the
bad news for Party moderates is
that Reagan has a "former"
before his title, and Kemp's 1988
. campaign was unable to convert
on third-and-Iong (orthird-andshort, for that matter).
Best Speech (delivery): The
G.O.P. clearly needs to send
some folks to the Democrat
Oratory School. Butifyoujudge
the performers in Houston
against their own past efforts,
Dan Quayle wins-easily. Roger
Ailes was reportedly brought in
and it showed ina Vice President
who was comfortable, confident,
poked fun at himself, and
handled the rowdy Astrodomers
better than anyone did.
Nevertheless, Jim Dial and
Frank Fontana are safe in their
jobs at "F. Y.I.".
Worst Speech: Maybe it was all
the hype beforehand, but Phil
Gramm registered a goose egg.
"The hype" was those claims by
Gramm that he would layout a
plan for the Party and those by
the press that he would christen
his 1996 Presidential campaign.
In a word, no. Take heart., Phil:
the Bill Clinton of 1988 was even
worse.

Best Issue: An easy one: foreign
policy.
The convention
reminded us that Kuwait was a
military success, the Arabs and
Israelis are talking (in
Washington, no doubt), and the
Communist community has
become a cul-de-sac. Patrick
Buchanan zinged the Democrats
best when he stated that
Clinton's foreign policy
experience consisted of "a meal
at the International House of
Pancakes."
Worst Issue: This "family
values" theme just might work
for the G.O.P. if they were a
little more subtle. O.K., a lot
more subtle. But as it stands,
their approach is getting
hypocritical and patronizing (for
further discussion see "Worst
Line").
Best Moment; "George P."
Bush spoke about his
grandfather, and did a better
job of humanizing the President
than any ad campaign could.
He secured the nod for this
category when he let loose with,
"Viva Bush!", accenting his
Hispanic heritage.
This
"moment" may not do much to
help "George H.W." win the
young and minority votes, but I
don 't think MTV was ever
seriously considered.
Worst Moment: Although there
were no glaring errors, Labor
Secretary Lynn Martin pushed
it on Wednesday night. In her
nominating speech of President
Bush, Martin asked, "Is America
better off than it was four years
ago?" There was an awl..-ward
moment where the crowd
struggled to respond, as if it to
say, "I thought we weren't going
to use that one this time
around?"
Best tine: Although Reagan

See BLOOPERS, page 13
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Lisa already added much to
the legal skills program this
year as she is using her own
automobile negligence case
as Client A. When asked
about the risks of letting
inexperienced1L'shandJ.eher
case she said, "I wanted to
get a lawyer from M-W that
hasn't been brain-washed by
two. years
worth
of
disinformation from the legal
skills program. If I hire them
now there is still hope!"

10 _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ .

Fred Lederer has allowed I
Julius to take time out of his I
busy Trial Adjob to also work I
asalegalskillsguru. A master I
of time management, Julius I
has also found time to take I
over Lederer's personal I
affairs. He does have his I
IimitS,aShedreWthelinewhen:
Fred invited him to a party I
that Julius had catered and I
then expected Julius to serve. I

I
I

10 _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ .

I Remember Lovestruck (1 L)
I from Miss Demeanor last
I year? JustasRomeotookhis
own life in the name of love,
Lovestruck went to the
extreme of failing Legal Skills
in hopes of getting a chance
at
meeting
first-year
heartbreaker Julie Gilges.
Like the hopes of all the 1L's
he crashed and burned as
Julie is not only engaged but
she assists a different firm!!!

Rumor has it that the only I
reason Brian "Rico Suave"
Bonner signed on to be a
legal skills guru was to get
dates with the available firstyear women before the rest of
the school arrived. "The
beauty of my plan was its
simplicity," said the free
market economist Bonner,
"th ere's nothing more
enjoyable than a good oldfashioned r:'0nopoly!"

10 _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ .

10 _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ .
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News of the Weird
By BILL MADIGAN
DO YOU HAVE CHANGE FOR A
THREE
DOLLAR
BILL?
A
Fredericksburg man was charged with
fraud after convincing a Food Lion
manager to give him $10,570. Curtis
Johnson approached the grocery store's
assistant manager, and told him that he
was an FBI agent investigating a
counterfeit ring. Johnson told the
manager that the counterfeit plates had
been found , and that he needed to
compare the store's $100, $50, and $20
bills with the plates. The manager then
gave him the $10,570 to ' inspect."
Johnson was later arrested in a nearby
motel. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
~rSBROWNANDSOUNDSLurn

A BELL? A 26-year-old elementary
school teacher in China was put in jail for
forcing unruly students to eat cow dung.
Liu Deshun used forced dung ingestion
to punish students guilty of talking,
fighting, and handing in their homework
late. Deshun was sentenced to two years
after the court found he had used this
corrective measure 56 times. (U.s.

Express).
AND YOU THOUGHT DEMOCRATS
WERE SOFT ON CRIME _. Headlineof
the week: 'Teen Faces Detention In
School Shooting." (Washington Post).
DON'T BE CRUEL As Democratic

Presidential candidate Bill Clinton winds
his way through the lone star state, he
will have a new addition to his entourage-none other than the King of Rock 'N'
Roll. The Texas R epublican Party is
planning to hire an Elvis impersonator to
trail Clinton on what the R epublicans
call his ' Don' t Be Fooled Tour."
According to a spokesman for the Victory
'92 effort, the King will be following the
Democrat's bus, "singing and serving
bologna sandwiches." Therewas noword
as to whether itwould be the young or the
old Elvis. (Washington Post).
BUT DO THEY DO WINDOWS? ' The
feminist agenda is not about equal rights
for women. It is about a socialist,
antifamily political movement that
encourages women to leave their
husbands, kill their children, practice
witchcraft, destroy capitalism, and
become lesbians," excerpt from a letter
from televangelist Pat Robertson to
citizens of Iowa urging them to take up
arms against the passage of an ERA
amendment to the Iowa Constitution.
(Vitginian Pilot).
LOSING MY RELIGION A regular
midnight church service was interrupted
by armed intruders who robbed
worshipers after ridiculing their beliefs.
(Richmond Times-Dispatch).
WHY ASK WHY? Singer Lou Rawls

McRaney, by saying, "If only Murphy
Brown could meet Major Dad."
N ewsflash, Marilyn. McRaney is now on
and Quayle were funny doing their his third marriage.
imitations of Lloyd Bentsen, the line got Other Observations: Did you notice the
old. So, the President took this award for Minnesota delegation decked out in
his comment about Clinton's ambiguity cowboy hats? Granted, fashion is a
on theGulfWar: " He sbestcharacterized stranger during these political wingdings,
by a sign he may have seen on his bu trip: but cowboy hats? In Minnesota? Iwould
propose something more reflective of
'Slippery When Wet'."
Worst Line: This televi ion thing the state. For instance, they could honor
reappeared when Marilyn Quayle their Favorite Son of pop music by
porting raspberry berets.
thanked her introducer, actor Gerald

-:.

brQke into a chorus of the Budweiser
jingle at a concert for Little League
baseball players. Little League bans
alcohol from its property and supports
strong programs against alcohol, drugs,
and tobacco. TP ~ 11- and 12-year old
participants were serenaded with "When
you say Budweiser" during the Little
League World Series festivities. The
singer explained that he was just praising
a company that has done "a lot for
students" through its sponsorship of the
United Negro College Fund. (Richmond
Times-Dispatch ).
STILL WAITING FOR THE SEQUEL

BLOOPERS, from page 12

Let us arrange your call back travel!
Daily deliveries to the law school

. ,.

'~ ~

TRAVEl
SERVICE

Porn star Harry Reems, made famous in
the classic Deep Throat, has retired to
enjoy life's simplier pleasures. O nce
earning as much as $30,000 per week, the
actor has kicked a drug and alcohol
problem, and is now selling real estate in
Utah. "All I ever wanted is to be a good
person," Reemssaid in a recent interview.
He probably won't be speaking at BYU's
commencement. (U.s. Express).
TURN TO THE RIGHT AND COUGH
Runner-up headline of the week:
"Independent Counsel Sought to Probe
Bush Son." Not a job I'd want. (Richmond
Times-Dispatch) .

FILM DEVELOPING
Second set of prints

FREE
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Second Set Free along wit~
Low Prices - when brought
in on Wednesday.
24 exp. Kodacolor 4.95
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Jesse Jackson to speak

Lefkowitz Moot Court Competition

Rev. Jesse Jackson wiJI speak at William and Mary Hall Wednesday, Sept. 16, as
the first in the College of William and Mary Student Association Speaker Series.
A student leader in the sit-in movement, Jackson continued as an organizer in the
Southern Christian Leadership ConferenCe as an assistant to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. He is founder and president of the National Rainbow Coalition and has
authored two books, Keep Hope Alive (1989) and Straight From the Heart (1987). In
1990, he was elected to the post of U.S. Senator from Washington, D.C., a post
created to advocate statehood for the district.
Tickets for the event are available at W &M Hall and aJI Ticketmaster locations
and are $5 for students, $8 for faculty and staff and $10 for the general public

The Saul Lefkowitz National Moot Court Competition has been set forthe spring
of 1993. The tournament involves is.-sues in trademad:: and unfair competition law.
This year's case involves a fast-food restaurant, Oyster World, Inc. suing a t-shirt
manufacturer, ProfundITees., over use of plaintiffs slogan, "Our World is Your
Oyster," and its humanized oyster spotescharacter Ollie Oyster.
Cash awards will be given for the winning team, the authors of the best brief, the
best oralist and the law school of the winning team.
Entry forms may be obtained from Leftowitz Moot Court Competition, c/o
Brand Names Education Foundation, U.S. Trademark As.-iociation, 6 East 45th
Street, New York, New York 10017.

Stop hiding those library books

Write for a legal magazine

Now's your chance to rid yourself of the guilt and turn in all those overdue library
books--with no fines!
The Marshall-Wythe law library is offering amnesty through Sunday, Sept. 13.
Since Jim Heller swears that there are no hidden cameras pointed at the return cart,
students, faculty and other patrons should run to their favorite hiding places, dig up
their overdue books and place them on the shelves in the library lobby marked,
" Return amnesty materials here,"-NO QUESTIONS ASKED.
Books and other materials from Swem Library on the main campus are not
included in the amnesty program.

National Trial Lawyer is looting for a few good student writers to join the ranks
of its editorial boanI. The national magazine and its two state-specific editions in
New York and New Jersey are attempting to impIUYe communication between law
students and its trial attorney readers. The positions are not paid, but publication
in a national legal magazine is a good resume booster.
The magaziine is also offering one-year subscriptions for haIf-price to students.
This includes six Nines for $1250.
Students interested in theeditoria1 boanI sbouIdoontactNiooie M. Westmoreland,
Managing Editor, at 1~331-9(XX).

HELP WANTED, from page 1
Student Organizations Interview
Committee and the At-Large Interview
Committee. The student committee
structure, according to Cartee, provides
for "maximum student involvement,"
while maintaining consistency in the
selection process. The structure of these
committees and the Dean Search
Committee are similar to those used in
the 1984-85 dean search.
Eleven representatives from law
school student organizations constitute
the Student Organizations Interview
Committee. The At-Large Committee
is comprised of seven "standing"

members and 14 "rotating" members.
The "rotating" members will alternate
to join the "standing" members such that
each will participate in interviewing at
least one candidate.
According to the timetable
established by the Dean Search
Committee, the review of applications
for the post will begin Oct. 15. Schiavelli
asked the committee members"tosearch
for a dean who will provide strong
educational and administrative
leadership and direction to the School,
continuing to move it forward to a
position of preeminence in legal
education, within the overall mission of
and as an integral part of the College of
William and Mary." Cartee stated that

1-

he trusted the C..ommitteewoukl provide
a group of candidates for inteIViews that
would be in the best interest of the law
school and the students. A list of
to
seven names will be chosen from the
initial field of candidates for on-campus
interviews.
Interviews win be ronducted by the
Committee, members of the faculty and
thestudentcommittees.. TbeinteIViewas
will submit formal recommendations for
the position.. During the similar search
eight years ago the student committees
recommended two of the
candidates
they interviewed and did not recommend
the other three. The highest student
recommendation that year went to
Timothy J. Sullivan who was selected for
the position.. Interviewswill be oooducted
beginning in November and oontinuing
into January.
The final list ofthree to five candidates
will be submitted to the President of
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The appointment will be sent on to the
BoanJ of VISitors for approval in the
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Glutten For Punishment

B-Movies can help you beat -t he law school blues
By ALAN DUCKWORTII
Sick of ' good movies"?
Tired of the processed pablum
Hollywood is pushing at us these
days? Or have you just seen
everything new on the screen
and in the video stores? Well,
welcome to the realm of Bmovies.
Most everyone knows the
type of movie that I am
discussing. We are talking the
low-budget, hopefully fun
movies which are appearing with
increasi ng freq uency in our local
video store. All of us have seen
B-movies from Godzilla Verses
Rodan to Puppet Master and
many other types of movies in
between. Today we look at a
couple ofthese movies that have
just descended upon video
stores: Captain America and
Barbarian Queen II: The
Empress Strikes Back.
Since these are B-movies, I
am foregoing the star-rating
method. For these movies, I am
going to use the beer system:
how much beer you must imbibe
before the movie begins to be
enjoyable.
Captain America_ For those
who don't know, Captain
America is one of Marvel 's
oldest comic book characters.

He started fighting Nazis in
World War II before accidently
being frozen for decades. He
was found and revived. At this
point, he begins fighting crime.
He wears a red, white and blue
costume with wings shooting off
his mask and he carries a shield
with a big white star in the
middle--all and all, a perfect
subject for a irreverent look.
The film opens in 1936, as
the Nazis in Italy use a scientist's
formula for enhancing human
intelligence and strength on a
unwilling boy. The scientist
objects and escapes, fleeing to
the United States. The boy is
perverted into a monstrosity,
who is later known as the Red
Sk.'Ull, played with a perverse flair
by a heavily made-up Scott
Paul is. His face is bright red
with scarring criss-<:rossing it.
He seems to delight in being a
monster. The scientist in the
United States perfects the
process and creates Captain
America. Matt Salinger plays
the hero with just enough
emotion to avoid being a
machine, but sure and stoic
enough for a " Great American
Hero." The Duke would have
been proud.
Several name actors make

appearances in the supporting hours of escapism - a must for
cast. Ronny Cox, best known as superhero fan, not counting
the evil corporation man in Burton's Batman. 1 give this
Robocop, plays Tom Kimball, movie a one beer rating.
the President of the United
Barbarian Queen II: The
States who was inspired by Empress Strikes Back. 1 should
Captain America when he was a have known better. 1don't know
boy. Ned Beatty plays his how much beer 1drank before 1
childhood friend , now an adult watched this movie, but it wasn't
reporter who is searching for enough. Hell, 1 thought, the
the Red Sk-ull. Darrin Gavin is original wasn't bad for a Ba corrupt general and Michael movie, so let's get the sequel.
Nouri is Lt. Colonel Lewis, the Here's a tip for you boys and
man in charge of the American girls: Unless you loved the
project which created Captain original, stay away from BAmerica. Kim Gillingham does sequels. So where to begin.
an adequate job portraying
Technically this was a sequel,
Captain America's love interest but not really. The only
in the 40's and her daughter, returning performer is Lana
who is his new love interest in Clarkson, the Barbarian Queen.
the 90's.
And while 1think the character
The real star of this film is has the same name in both
the comic book quality which movies, that is about all the
pervades the movie. With continuity the character has. She
dialogue like, "Gee Whiz," and has different parents, a different
"1 am not going to abandon homeland and is now a princess
Captain America," this movie of a kingdom instead of a queen
avoids the general trap of of a village. But, heck, who
actually thinking its a real movie. cares about continuity? I did
The fight scenes, and there are a not recognize anyone else in the
quite a few, generally involve cast. It was probably the first
Captain America throwing his movie formostofthem--and the
shield or somersaulting through last! But let's forget the cast and
the air before delivering the look at the plot.
blow.
Let's not. Okay, I guess 1
1 found this to be a fun two have to do this, but 1will make it
quick. Her father, the king, is
reportedly killed in battle. His
successor wants the magic which
makes a king immortal, but if
used by another while the current
LERNER LAW BOOK CO. , INC. T/A
king lives, that king dies.
Naturally, without a body, she
DISCOUNT
does not want to give up the
magic. They imprison her, she
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fights for freedom. Original
stuff. Any guess who wins? But
wait, we don't watch these
movies for the plot, we watch
them for the action!
Barbarian Queen II has some
of the worst choreographed
fights 1 have ever seen! 1 don't
know what else to say. 1watched
as a spear was thrust between a
guy's arm and his body for a ~
"killing blow."
Okay, 1 know what the guys
are thinking. Yes, she loses her
top. Actually, that is one of the
more interesting parts of the
movie. It is ripped off twice and
magically reappears intact
during the next scene--both
times. This magic act even
happens once when she is
unconscious. I wish my clothing
was that resilient. I can't even
get stains out. This is one of
many silly inconsistencies in the
film.
Here's a game: See how
many you can spot. 1 would say
to do this while only watching it
once, but 1 figure no one here is
dumb enough to watch it twice.
For a female prurient interest,
(hey, I give equal time) they are
going to be disappointed.
Almost invariably in these
movies, there are as many, it not
more, overdeveloped, scantily
clad man as there are women. I
say almost, because this is the
first one I have seen that has
none.
What else do have to say.
Oh, yes, my rating ofthis movie.
Any guesses. I give it a case.
Good-bye, and see you at the
video stores.

Don't miss the next
meeting of the

AMICUS CURIAE
Wednesday
September 9th, 1992
7:00 p.m., Room 239 .
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ItJs Only Rock & Roll

Elvis, Graceland, Double-wides, and Honeymoon in Vegas
By PHIL NUGENT
What else in this musical year can
take precedence over the rebirth, the
renaissance, the coming home of the
King? Elvis is truly Everywhere this
year --he's working behind the counter at
a Dairy Queen in Tulsa, he's running for
President against the Bushman, he's
starring in a new movie, and of course,
he 's got his own 5-CD box set
sl)'focketing up the charts.
All this makes perfect sense when
you realize that this past Aug. 16 was the
15th anniversary of the King's passing
from this earth. Fifteen years! It seems
like only yesterday that he went to the
john for what would prove to be the last
time.
So did you do the right thing and go to
Graceland to appropriately take notice
ofthe occasion? I know--you think they
don't let you into Graceland unless you
show proof positive that you live in a
double-wide, you drive an AMC Pacer,
and you really miss the "Donny and
Marie" show. Well, that's true, but with
a little ingenuity, any self-respecting law
student can get admitted to Graceland.
It actually only cost me about 15 bucks,

but that didn't get me into the airplane or
the car collection. (For the 20th
anniversary, I'm going all out.)
Anyway, Graceland was way cool,
and you shouldn't waste any more time
before checking it out. (Go during fall
break!) It may be somewhat tacl), inside,
but in the 1970's tons of people had
mirrors on the ceiling and shag carpeting
on the walls. Elvis just had the bad
fortune to die during that decade,
allowing future generations to gasp at his
hideous decorating scheme, which will
remain forever as it was on the day he
died. Think about that.
While you're in Memphis, you can
partyon Beale Street, Homeofthe Blues,
and hang out at B.B. King's club. Or, if
you really want to get the full Elvis
Experience, you can stay at the
Heartbreak Hotel just down the road,
and enjoy ROUND-THE-CLOCK Elvis
movies in your room!
So, I wanted to review the new Elvis
box set, but my editor wouldn't front the
big cash necessary to do so (currently $79
at Echoes, but the guy behind the counter
might come down to $65). It's called,
"Elvis: The King of Rock 'n' Roll-The

Complete '50's Masters," and if you're a
real fan, you've gotta have it. Just think-5 CD's, 140 tracks, 14 previously
unreleased performances, the complete
'50's sessionography and discography, in
a numbered, collectible box set digitally
remastered from the original RCA and
Sun master recordings!
And that's not all--you also get a 92page, 4-color booklet with many rare
photographs from the Graceland
archives! Just thinking about it gives me
goosebumps. Be sure to let Mr. Kevin
Kroner know that you demand to have
this masterpiece reviewed, and he'll just
have to open up that corporate
checkbook.
In the meantime, we'll have to be
satisfied with the Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack from "Honeymoon in
Vegas." Hey, it's not Elvis, but it's all his
songs, so how bad could it be? I gotta tell
ya--it sounded real good to these ears.
You're looking at 13 Elvis songs covered
by everyone from John Mellencamp and
Bono to Travis Tritt and Dwight Yoakam.
What's not to like? Actually, it has a
little too much country for me, as I'm not
a big fan of folks like Ricky Van Shelton

and Vince Gill, but I guess it's excusable
since it is an Elvis CD, and they're
probably closer in spirit to the King than
would be Living Colour or RE.M. Still,
it might be an even better compilation if
it had more suprises, such as covers by
Lou Reed or David Byrne.
The biggest surprise is probably a
Bryan Ferrycoverof"Are You Lonesome
Tonight?" which has that classic Ro},.-y
Music synthesizer sound. Bono does an
unusual, but moving remake of "Can't
Help Falling in Love," with interspersed
bits of an Elvis interview, and Jeff Beck
displays his famous guitar licks on an
instrumental version of "Hound Dog."
For some reason, Billy Joel rated two
songs, which scared me at first, but he
does powerful, if mostly straightforward
versions of "All Shook Up" and
"Heartbreak Hotel," all the while Dot
sounding like Billy Joel. Perhaps the
best track is John Mellencamp's
"Jailhouse Rock:" he twists the
antediluvian, overplayed classic into a
haunting new piece. So check out the
CD; it will give you some new Elvis to
sing along with on your next trip to
Graceland.

In Your Plate

Chez Toi, Chez Moi, Chez Trinh, and Hanoi style pork
By score CONOVER &
PAM MERLIS

,

It was an auspicious
beginning to dinner at Chez
Trinh, WiIJiamsburg 's best
Vietnamese restaurant. As we
drove down Richmond Road,
the two of us were overwhelmed
by what appeared to be a
cheerleading tryout but was, in
fact, a sorority patty-cake
competition led by madras-dad
drill sergeants screaming the
Greek alphabet at each other
across traffic. Thus inspired, we
embarked on a culinary odyssey
that 'would bring us tastes
unrivalled in the pancake and
waffle world of this tourist
mecca.
For the uninitiated, Chez
Trinh is located on Monticello
Avenue, sharing its strip mall
locale with the likes of Rose's
and Peebles, though don't let
the upscale neighborhood fool
~.~)U. Noodle for noodle, this is
by far the best restaurant value
in town, with no entree over
$10.00 and lunch specials all
under $5.00. (Plus a 10 percent
W&M student discount). But
more than just a bargain, Chez
Trinh offers some of the tastiest
and most unusual fare to be
found in the area (Note: As
you might expect, dress is
completely casual, though Pam
modeied a stunning floral

Print

backless dress that transported
me to Springtime in Hanoi.)
The ambiance, always
relaxed and unhurried, allows
for leisurely dining, and there is
never a wait for a table. On a
typical night, the crowd is of the
Williamsburg haute cuisine set.
At one table we saw an
undergraduate couple on a date
who looked more interested in
the apres-dinner possibilities
than
in the cooking. Other tables
induded what looked to be a
librarians' convention, a hairy
Birkenstock twosome and
assorted families--but be
warned, this is no Sizzler. The
understated decor relies on lots
of greenery, a golden Buddha
and muted lighting. No Chinese
lanterns here, but we did spy
one painted screen.
As for the food, no accolade
short of ambrosia can adequately
describe it. Unburdened by the
heavy brown sauces of its
Chinese counterpart, Viet
cuisine is far subtler and more
exotic, with a playful hint of
French colonial influence. Any
visit to Chez Trinh must begin
with an assortment of their
appetizers; we recommend the
rice paper roll with garlic, pork
and lettuce,dipped inthehoi~
peanut sauc.:e (o~. also should
tIy the miC Dam, .a .spcy."gartic
..

~.

,"

dipping sauce with a base of
fermented anchovy Oil). Once
you've travelled to this paradise,
you'll never again eat another
egg roll.
Two of their specialty
appetizers--Chez Trinh Ravioli
and Vietnamese rice cake with
fresh coconut--proved utterly
sublime. The ravioli, stuffed with
pork and mushroom and topped
with pork pate and bean sprouts,
is served cold. The rice cake;
filled with shrimp, pork, and
herbs, has the textured
innocence of a crepe with the
sophisticated whimsy of a
souffle.
Our rapture over the
appetizers
should
not
overshadow the entrees and
house specialties. In addition to
a wide variety of beef, chicken,
pork and vegetable dishes served
with the traditional Vietnamese
lemon herbsorcurry, (including
"string beans with a winning
sauce"), several of the dishes
deserve special mention. The
pork skewer Hanoi style (also
available in Saigon style, but try
the Hanoi, trust us) includes
three large skewers of glazed
pork selVed with rice paper,
noodles, cucumber and hoisin
sauce. Also memorable was the
shredded pork with julienne
vegetables and garnished with
ground.pcanu1S. .

However, the two dishes in
panicular that Sing their Siren
song and tempt us back to Chez
Trinharethegrilledfreshshrimp
with sugar cane and garlic and
the crispy egg noodles garnished
with scallops, shrimp, chicken
and mixed vegetables in a
"delicious sauce." The grilled
shrimp is reason enough to
revisit W &M even after
graduation. Slightly sweetened
by the cane skewers, the shrimp
dance across your palate like
the cabaret shellfish from "The
Little Mermaid." Meanwhile,
the crispy egg noodles are
enough to bring Ho Chi Minh
back from the dead. A final
note, no visit to Chez Trinh is
complete without a demi-tasse
of Vietnamese coffee--a steamy
brew of java and sweet cream

BRomER LUV, from page 8

most familiarity with the
student's work will be a thirdyear "junior partner". While
the third-years are all good and
honorable people, they are still
students and most have not
experienced the real world
atmosphereofanomeyswith the
exception of the odd summer.
Although the senior partner
certainly has the ultimate say in
a student's grade, reaIisaicaDy,

that could knock J uan Valdez
orr hiS tlonKey.
For those students too
uptight to leave the library for
. dinner or too cheap to splurge
on a night out, we offer two
more reasons to head to Chez
Trinh. First, their fortune
cookies have messages like,
"You will pass a difficult test
that will make you happier."
Second, law professors such as
Devins, Marcus, Douglas, Koch
and Selassie are periodically
spotted there, thus offering the
luckystudentanopportunityfor
some off~pus fawning and
grade-grubbing. So whether or
not you've ever tried Vietnamese
food, run, don't wok, to Chez
Trinh--the food could well be
the reason Jane Fonda went
V.c. in the first place.
the junior partner undoubtedly
influences the final decision.
With the grading stakes raised,
more responsibility for
determining a student's
performance must be placed
upon the senior partner.
Legal Skills, for all of the
abuse it takes, is still an excellent
course with amazing potential.
However, revamping the
grading &yStem to allow for Low
Passes and fuD..aedit "A's" is
the answer and wiD create
JDOI'e problems than it cures.

oot
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Events Calendar
Tuesday, Sept. 8
• OCPP, Inte~iew Tips: Room 12-t, 3 p.m.
• Catholic Student ~tion: M~ Wren Chapel, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 9
• OCPP, Careers in U.S. Department of Justice: Room 119,3 p.m.
• Exhtbit Opening: "Puttin on the Dog," Zollinger Museum, Swem ubrary.
Lecture: <-T he Dog in Ancient Greece: Hunter, Worker,Friend,' IindaCoIlins
Reilly, associate professor of classical studies, Botetourt Theater, Swem ubrary,
5:30p.m. Reception to follow, sponsored by David A Barley'64, owner of Agape
Animal Care, Williamsburg. Erlubit remains open through No . 30.
• Lecture: illumination in Context Manuscripts and their Readers in the Late
Middle Ages and Renaissance," Elizabeth Burin, Muscarelle Museum, 5: 15 p.rn..
• Women's Soccer \'·s. University of Maryland: Barksdale Fields, 7:30 p.rn..
Friday, Sept.U
• Dedication of the Lett ie Pate Evans Whitehead Residence and the SpaJding
Courtyard and Gardens: adjacent to the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, 3 p.rn.
Reception to follow.
Saturday, Sept. 12
• Football vs.. Vrrginia Military Institute (Athletic Education Foundation Day),
Zable Stadium, 1 p.m.
• Ewell Concert Series: I1ya Kaler, violist, Ewell Recital Hall, 8 p.rn. General
admission at door, $2 William & Mary students admitted free with ill.
Sunday, Sept. 13
• Films: "The Medieval Mind' (26 min.); "The Book of Kells" (21 min.),
Muscarelle Museum, 4 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 14
• Concert Williamsburg Symphonia, PBI<, 8:15 p.m. Ticket prices range from $12
to $17. For information calIll9-9857.
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Films: "The Medieval Mind" (26 min.); "The Book of Kells" (21 min.),
"'-Muscarelle Museum, 4 p.rn.
Tuesday, Sept. 15
• Lecture: "The Goettingen Model Book," Barbara Watkinson, Muscarelle
Museum, 515 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 16
• OCPP, Using Westlaw in your Job Search: 1, 3, & 4 p.m.
• Student ~ation Speakers Series: The Rev. Jesse Jackson, William & Mary
Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets for general public $10, students $5, faculty and staff $8
• Women's Soccer vs. Mary Washington College: Busch Field, 5 p.m.
• Men's Soccer vs.. Vrrginia Military Institute: Busch Field, 7:30 p.m.
Thlll'Sday, Sept. 17
• Town & Gown l.J.mcheon: ''The Perot Phenomenon," Jack D. Edwards,
professorofgovemment, CC Ballroom, 12:15 p.m., call ext. 12640 for reservations.
• Commonwealth Center Seminar Series: " Vying for Visibility: Race, Class, and
Gender in AmeriCan Histories," Nancy Hewitt, Department of History, Duke 'C University, Botetourt Theater, 5 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 18
• Pizza Hut-Tnbe Soccer Classic: William & Mary vs. West Virginia University,
7:30 p.m.; Old Dominion University vs. Brooklyn, 5 p.m., Busch Field.
Saturday, Sept 19
• Registration for Children's Art Classes, Muscarelle Museum, 10 a.m to Noon.
• Football vs. Boston University, Zable Stadium, 1 p.rn.
• Pizza Hut-Tnbe Soccer Classic: William & Maryvs. Brooklyn, 7:30 p.m.; Old
Dominion Universityvs. West Vrrginia University, 5 p.m., Busch Field.
Sunday, Sept 20
* Ftlms:: "The Year 1200" (19 min), and "Images Medievales" (19 min). Muscarelle
Museum, 4 p.m.
•

an's

spirits & sports
Come Enjoy Great Food and A Great Time At O'Callaghan's
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts,
And Watch Your Favorite Sports On Our 10 Foot TV Screen
20% Discount (excluding alcohol) with ID

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday
Live -.Jazz with Natural I3lend
Friday, September 11 - Acoustic
The I3arafM)l"Jl1alS
Saturday, September 12 - Rock!R&B
lic)t Vf)tatf)
W~ September 16 - Female Acoustic Duo
TI\ LeftS
Friday, September 18 - Rock!R&B
l?J11thm -.Jets
Saturday, Septemberember 19 - Rock
Cd. Mustard

Wide Screen Football
Monday, September 7
WashinUtf)n vs. ()alias
Sunday, September 13
Vhiladelphia " - ()alias
Monday, September 14
Miami vs. f:leveland
Sunday, September 20
IndianaPf)lis vs. l3uffal()
Monday, September 21
~ C7iants v. U1ifAlU()

Located at 4854 Longhill Rd, at the comer of Longhill and Oide Town Rds.
In the Olde Town Square Shopping Center 229-6910 or 229-6821

Open everyday from ·llam 'til 2am

Sports
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Diamond notes with Eric Chasse

Realignment, Reds in the playoffs and other fantasies
By ERIC CHASSE
Welcome, sports fans, to yet another
year of in-depth athletic insight and
analysis. As resident sports guru and allaround good egg, my job is to remind us
all that law school is still but a small part
of the human experience. I know this of
course, because "law school" does not
have its own section in USA Todny.
My predecessor at this position, the
erstwhile and honorable Mychal Schultz,
expounded at length last year about the
lack of athleticism here at MarshallWythe. For this blasphemy, Mychal has
suffered the worst fate known to law
-tudents today: graduation. I, on the
other hand, am of the considered opinion
that law students have been, are, and will
continue to be THE most athletic group
on campus (probably including the W &
M football team). Don't let me down.
************
Well, September has arrived, and the
pennant races are heating up. This is the
best time of the year for baseball fans; a
game in April might count just as much
as one played this week, but even 1would
admit that some of those early season
games lack something ... like a pulse, for
example.
Nowadays, though, every game has
ramifIcations. At this hour at least ten
teams have chances to play into October,
not to mention batting races, late-season
trades and the Phillie Phanatic -- unless
you're watching a Dodgers intra-squad
game, something exciting is going on.
Luckily for me, I just can't seem to
remember my pre-season picks to win
this year. Therefore, before some idiot
editor reminds me that I said Oakland
would finish fifth and that the Red Sox
would be in the hunt to the very end, let
me go on record by picking the Pirates,
Reds, Blue Jays and the A's to win their
respective division races.
Yes, that's right, I said the Reds.
Atlanta has a strong team, no doubt, but
everybody has to stick with their favorite .
So get off my back -- seven and a half
games (gulp) is no big deal.
************
The real stories in baseball this summer,
however, had nothing to do with what
happened on the field . The Chicago
Cubs sued Major League Baseball to
preclude a National League realignment
that actually makes sense; its no wonder
that American schoolkids score poorly
in geography when Atlanta plays in the
Wes. and the Milwaukee Brewers are in
the East. The Cubbies claim their
supeIStation would lose money if they
bad to play more west coast games; as
,D an Ruckett says, ask Ted Turner how

much WTBS loses in the same situation.
T ake that out to the ballgame, Hany
Caray.
The San Francisco Giants are all but
packed for Florid a; Bob Lurie has
threatened to move for five years now,
and now it appears the deal is done. The
Amicus sent me to the City by the Bay
this summer, and I found out first-hand
why St. Petersburg is getting its stadium
ready.
I (and 18,000 of my closest friends)
went to a night game against the Cubs in
the middle of August, but by the third
inninglwould haveswornitwasa Packers
game in December. To be fair, however,
the fog rolling off the bay did add a
wonderful sensation of dampness to the
thermal comfort of Arctic Circle climes.
To top it all off, the vendors in the stadium
sold not one but two types of ice cream;
if all management decisions are made in
this (ala) mode, San Francisco is better
off without them.
The
most
recent off-field
development, of course, is the trade of
Jose Canseco, arguably the most famous
(infamous?) player of hi~ era. The A's
are looking to win this year, and the
add ition of two quality pitchers like Witt
and Russell, coupled with a seven game
leaO over tne lwm , all but assures
Oakland of another division t!tl.~. Next
year, however, is another story: assume
that Sierra and Russell do not re-sign
with the A's -- that means Jose Canseco
was traded even up for a pitcher, Bobby
Witt, with all the control of a Doberman
in heat.
Cans.eco is signed for three more years,
at a salary that will look tame after the
current crop of free agents reaps its
millions. True, he is injury-prone; true,
he has had his run-ins with the law.
Nonetheless, he isstill a bona fide slugger
in the prime of a great career. This was
not a kin to trading Wayne Gretzk:y, the
living god of his sport, as many reporters
claim it to be, but it is close.
Also include this into the calculus:
Arlington, as well as the rest of Texas,
has a heavy Latin population. The
Rangers, as a team, have many, many
Latin players, now including Canseco -if nothing else, the trade can be seen as a
public relations coup for a team that is
having trouble retaining fans, having won
absolutely nothing since the team moved
from Washington to Texas in 1969.

••••••••••••

Of course the key to each of the above
transactions is the almighty dollar.
Owners make money, players make
money, and both bitch that they don't
make enough. Tell that to the English

teacher pulling down $14,000 a year. But,
warts and all, the state of the game as is
revolves around the big bucks. The key
here, campers is the term "as is. '
Changes are essential, even if not
immediately forthcoming. Envision this
scenario: totally new league alignments.
Imagine a league including the Cubs,
White Sox, Tigers and Brewers; why not
take advantage of the country' natural
geographic rivalries? How about more
teams in the play-offs -- a wild card in
each league -- to help increase revenues?
Why not invite fans from the stands to
umpire the games, so as to increase
attendance? Alright, I'm getting carried
away, but you get the idea.
************
Rumor has it that the A's actually
tried to trade Canseco to the third year
law school softball team Abuse of
Discretion for Pat Connolly and an old
copy of Prosser on Torts.
AOD refused the deal , however,
reasoning that there was simply no way
even an all-star like Canseco could break
into their starting line-up, and that this
could be the year that Connolly actually
doesjusticetotheterm "catcher." AOD
is, nevertheless, a heavy favorite to repeat
aslawschool champs, even withoutciean-

up hitter Scott Lesmes, who reportedly
eft the team to joi n a convent In
Hispanola.
************
Please note that there is nothing in
this article even remotely pertaining to
the advent of a new college football
season. I assure you, no oversight was
committed; when you go to colege at
North Carolina, football season ismerely
a space filler until hoops begins in the
winter.
************
Well, that' it for this time sport
fans. liC.J., Chip, Ivan, Sherman (sony
guys--I don't know your last names) and
the rest of the first years who have been
running myoid bones around the rec
center so far this semester are indicative
of the new class, it looks like another
banner year for athletic endeavors here
at good 01' Marshall-Wythe.
I would like to address my clo ing at
this time to all the obnoxious Atlanta
Braves fans who have arisen from the
ashes in the last two years: always
remember, and never forget, what that
great baseball philosopher Yogi Berra
(or was it Lenny Kravitz) once uttered:
IT AIN T OVER 'TILL ITS OVER.
Good night Yogi, wherever you are.

TUDENT SPECIAL

$129.00
· Wide Range of Fitness
Classes at More Times
· 30 min. "PACE" Circuit
Training Class
· New Lifecycles, Treadmill
and Stairclimber
Free Weights and Equipment
· Saunas and Jacuzzi
· Aqua Fitness Program

AEROBICS

gad

220-0556
Williamsburg Shopping Center (Near Roses)
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Intramural Update:

Amicus' ghost sports writer previews 1M calendar
By BILL MADIGAN

which took place over the
weekend. The r~-ults of this
sport, designed for those who
find regular golf too physically
taxing, will be forthcoming.
Volleyballi also in the can. NeAL
year plan ahead .
However, it s not too late to
ign up for the tennis
tournament, which will feature
both singles and doubles
match e s. Entries can be
ubmitted until Wednesday.
The placekicking tournament is
upcoming. Sign-up forthisevent
opens Sept. 25, and the
competition will take place Oct.
3. This season former William
and Mary placekicker, Steve
Christie, is playing for the
Buffalo Bills, but Marv Levy has
vowed to bring the M -W kicking
champion into camp next season

Marshall -Wythe's most
vilified sportswriter has returned
for another season of pulsepounding intramural sports
action. The season starts this
week and the law chool i
poised once again to dominate
the William and Mary port
world. The first crown to be
captured is the softball title. As
the results have yet to tart
filtering in, there are no scores
to report, no teams to rank, and
no moronic nicknames to be
given out.
As previously mentioned,
softball kicks off the intramural
season thi week. The season
started on Thursday, so it's a
little too late to think about
signing up now. The same goes
for the mini-golf tournament,

to challenge him.
Despite the excitement of
softball and the thrills of
volleyball, the most eagerly
anticipated event of the fall
season is the billiards
tournament. This is because MW billiards champion Kevin
Kroner (3L) will try to reclaim
his title and recapture past glory.
Kevin has been spotted at
Williamsburg Crossingsharking
some naive 1Ls out of their loan
checks in preparation for this
year's tournament.
Indoor soccer is neAL on tap.
There will be men's, women's,
and co-rec divisions, so no one
has an excuse not to participate.
Entries will be accepted at the
beginning of October. Forthose
who like to use their hands
instead of their feet, while

wearing other people's shoes,
the bowling tournament will be
held in October, so now's the
time to work on getting rid of
that foot fungus.
The two marquee sports will
be uncorked in mid-October.
Flag football sign-up begins Oct.
7, and there will be a men's and
a women's division. Sorry, no
co-rec.
Three-on-three
basketball will follow on the
heels of football. Sign-up starts
Oct. 21. And I know everyone is
looking forward to another
series of accurate and well
researched basketball polls. The
fall season ends in November
with weightlifting. and table
tennis.
All entries for all sports need
to be turned in at the Rec Sports
facility, behind William and

Mary Hall, by their respective
deadlines. All entries must be
accompanied by a fee, which is
$20 per team for team sports, $5
per team for the tournaments,
and $2 for individual or dual
en ries.
M -W typically fields several
teams in each sport, so don't be
shy about trying to get a team
together. Team captains are
encouraged to drop their team
results in my hanging file or in
the Amicus file. The Rec Sports
people are not always consistent
in providing me with all the
scores and highlights.
Nexl time around, I'll have
some scores to report and some
champions to crown. Until then,
remember, its not the size of
your bat that counts, but how
well you swing it.

,-

Pierson v. Post
BySeanSeU

The World Almanac® Crossword

Upon a certain waste land ca
lied the beach
Plaintiff pursued a wily quadruped,
But as he had the scoundrel in his reach,
Pierson appeared, and snatched it up instead.

-.. T

Are property rights acquired by pursuit?
This case presents that novel and nice question.
The answer, says Justinian's Institute
Is that there must be actual possession.
But Barbeyrac to that rule would object;
Depriving liberty's enough, he'd say,
And though we find such reasoning correct,
The plaintiff loses this time anyway.
Since Post had failed to wound poor reynard first,
The lower judgment out to be reversed.

DISSENT
I would have for the plaintiff found,
Because he used imperial hounds.

ACROSS
1 Snickering
sound
7 Waver
13 Right to
choose
14 Perform
excessively
15 Abhor
16 Western
rope
17 Actress
Ruby 18 Irritated
20 Medical
suffix
21 Singlehanded
23 Rat- - - 26 Turn the
page (abbr.)
27 Slanted
31 Physicist
Enrico 33 Commands

34 Singing
voices
35 Puts up
money
36 Beams
37 Comparative
suffix
40 Dessert
pastry
41 leather
factory
44 Christian
symbol
47 Montana city
48 Occupied a
bench
51 Delicate
53 At reduced
price (2
wds.)
55 louisiana
French
56 Begin again
57 Paid
attention
58 Strained

(c) 1992 by NEA. Inc.
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1 An ex of liz
Taylor
2 FenCing
sword
3 Diminutive
suffix
4 Go swiftly
5 Dye
compound
6 Capture
7 Ohio city
8 Dodge
9 Eternally
(abbr.)
10 Group of
three
11 Dutch
cheese
12 Roster

19 Set of tools

38 Noun suffix

21 Supreme
22 Delicately
pretty
23 At a distance
24 Layer of
tissue
25 Bohemian
28 Bye-bye
29 Roman
highway
30 Attentiongetting
sound
32 Exists
33 Note of Guido's scale
37 Accustomed

39 Sharp
answer
42 White poplar
43 Dancer
Jeanmaire
44 Hankering
45 To this place
46 Large knife
48 Undermines
49 To the sheltered side
50 Take care of
52 Defense
dept.
54 Brother's
nephew
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Beethoven'5

WALKIN', from page 1
law students were represented
at the meeting by Dean Connie
Galloway Jeffrey Smith (2L)
and recent graduate Jenny Click
(Class of '92).
According to Smith, Gettys
acted as moderator for the
meeting and did not express an
- opinion as to the disposition of
parking.
It was Smith' s
impressio n that the gradlllate
association preside n ts in
attendance were concerned that
their constituents would be "shut
out" b . the law school stude nts.
Smith, who lives in the graduate
residence, said he does not drive
at all during the week and has
no preference as to which a rea
is designated for resident
parking.In a phone interview, Click
said she proposed an alternative
parking scheme whe-reby o nly
day students would be permiitted
to park in the lot in front of the
residence complex until 4:30
p.m., with the area reserved for
resident parking thereafter. He r
proposal was rejected. She said
the curre nt plan was approved
by student vote with herself the
lone dissenter.
Smith
remembered that Dean
Galloway accepted the Iplan
subject to review at the end of
the semester. Camp said that

a Cafe-deli
featuring

Reubens. Sailors. Beethoven.
Mozart. Corned Beef. &
Pastrami.
Also N.Y. Cheesecake.
Homemade Soups and
I asagna Our Famous
French Onion Soup Au
Gratin (nightly)

) iBrrthourn 'B
-::::::!
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a Cafe-deli

jnn

Join us and relax with
goodfood in a pleasant
classical music atmosphere_

467 Mu wjuw:Trail (Rt. 143)
qxn II am SurxJays fIXI1

229-7069

Now featuring a daily
special for William
and Mary Students
with current I.D.

Clic;k':;argument:;pcn;uaued the

group to allocate fewer spaces
to resident parking than were
originally planned.
In response to student
concerns, Cartee arranged a
meeting with Gettys and
§a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I ..EJc Galloway on Aug. 27. Gettys
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II stated the College's position that
I no one has a right to a parking
I space by virtue of buying a
I parking sticker. When asked
I whatthe $50.00 does buy, Gettys
replied:

II
'I

:

I Eve ry T h Ur s d ay
i fW)
rl1

"The opportuniJ~1 to

park."
In a more serious tone,
Gettys said that state schools
are prohibited from spelllding

state money on the creation of
parking or the maintenance of
existing lots. These funds must
be generated by parking fees
and fines. In the open discussion
that followed , Cartee e>.:pressed
the expectation of many law
students that parking woulld be
gg cent Appetizers .'~LL NIGHT
better after completion olf the
resident
complex than it had
Come Meet. fello~' JDs j MB,i\s, trlEds
been before, or alternatively that
and other Grad Students For
commuting law students would
certainly not lose parking. The
needs of day students, resident
students, handicapped persons
and faculty and staff were
~a~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~c discussed. The observation was
made that there are numerous
I

I

t~~t~J t?1j. ~~}~~~}{~

From 8 to 9pm

II

empty parking places in the
faculty-staff lot at anygiventime
of day.
Cartee said he would present
a new proposal at the Graduate
and Professional Students
Association (GAPS) meeting on
Sept. 14. He hopes to have
approximately 40 spaces
adjacent to the law school
redesignated for day-student
parking. These spaces will be
carved from the resident and
fac ulty-staff parkin g areas.
Gettys said he would look into
the possible conversion of underutilized handicap spaces. Dean
Galloway agreed to monitor
utilization in the faculty- taff
parking area, and the number of
spaces to be rezoned in the
resident parking lot will depend
o n her fi ndings.
Some students decline to
purchase a parking sticker for
economic reasons or as a matter
of principle. These students
have noted a steady decline in
the availability of on -street
parking in the past year, thanks
to the City of Williamsburg.
Most recently, Mimosa Drive
has been restricted to parking
for city residents with a special
permit. Gettys said that he has
found officials receptive and
open to discussion, and that he
will pursue the issue with them.
In contrast to Mr. Gettys'
experience, Wilhamsburg City
Manager Jack Tunle was not
sympathetic to the parking
problems of William and Mary
students in an interview with the
Amicus last Spring.
See
"Commuters Foiled Again, "
Amicus Curiae, page 1, Friday,
March 20, 1992.
In a telephone interview last
week, Gettys was asked if there
were any plans to reopen the
grassy lot across Henry Street
from the National Center for
State Courts, variously referred
to as the "Pony Pasture~" or more
fondly as the "Mud Pit." "That
lot was closed due to complaints
of area residents," Gettys said.
He also suspects that the costs
of making the lot usable,
especially with regard to
drainage problems, would be
prohibitive.
Finally, it should be noted
that the parking situation has
spawned innovation in the
private sector.
Caroline
Berrettini (3L) was spotted
casually ambling across Henry
Street in front of the law school
early one morning last week.
Berrettini revealed that she and
two other students had secured
parking on the property of a
Henry Street resident--for a fee,
of course.

THRILLS, from page 1
range
of
grades
are
inappropriate within the conte>.:t
of Legal Skills. Given the wide
variety of activities in which the
students are e ngaged , said
Molitemo, it would be difficult
to gauge each student's overall
performance with any degree of
precision.
Many believe that the new
grading policy is not healthy, in
that it will cause competition in
a course gene rally considered
to provide a respite from the
high pressure of law schooL For
instance, Paul Roo ney, a
second -year associate at Lery &
Stuart, voiced concern, citing
especially the rash of missing
source material during the
writing of last year's Legal SkiJJs
memoranda. Said Rooney, "if
people were that competitive in
a pass-fail course, imagine the
paper chase that will ensue now
that its graded. " Molitemo
stated that he believes this fear
to be misplaced , in that the
reward for a high pass is simply
n t that substantial.
A first-year student who
receives all "B"s her first
semester, but an "A" in Legal
Skills will have a 3.1 average. If
she receives all "B"s second ·
semester, she will still have a 3.1
cumulative average, even if she
out::m't get:; anuthcc "An in

Legal Skills (her cumulative
average will be 3.06, rounding
up to 3.1). While one-tenth of a
grade point seems minuscule in
the abstract, practically speaking
it can make a big diffe re nce in
class ranks. The bell curve of
GP As places most students right
around 3.0 -- for la t year' U.s
the difference between a 3.0 and
a 3.1 cumulative average meant
the difference between being in
the top 48 percent of the class o r
being in the top 37 percent of
the class, respectively. Thus,
even the slightest boost, such as
one two-ho ur " A " means a
sizable improvement in class
rank for most Marshall-Wythe
students.
Molitemo stated the Legal
Skills staff would not be able to
judge the success or failure of
the new grading policy until after
this year's U.s have had some
time to react. He did, however,
stress that the new system was
not merely experimental, saying
that the Legal Skills Program is
"fully committed to tills change
in grading policy." He added
that he and the rest of the Legal
Skills staff would " remain
flexible" with regard to future
modifications.

